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have dry skin at any age.

ture: Recharging Complex

You can

why have it at all?

It's dry out there. And, stress, po
the problem. Now, Est6e Lauder

ed aii only add to
solutions.

t

IS

Ilution and recycl
Research has the

Time Zcne
It's a arrich,

T

hvd boost,
a8rng

for

K
Just for
eye area/
liqui-creme wi
unique technol o8y
also calms fine li nes.
Makes dark circles and6
puffiness seem to B'

disappear. We'll even show
you the data if you Iike.
Because we'd like to make
dryness a thing of the past.

Time Zone and
,: : Time Zone Eyes.

Only from Est6e Lauder.
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Frorn here on in, every lu
have to rej

The BM\[ 525i: $35,600. The Mercedes 300E: $42,950. The Lexus IS400' $44,300' TheAcura Legend

$28,000.1 Those are the kinds of numbers people believe they have to pay for a high'quality, high

performance luxury sedan. (And of course, the companies that make these cars, not being dumt

encourage this belief by raising those prices every year.) Howevet, the time has officially come to tak

a long, hard look at the relationship between a car's price and its value.'What's made that necessary i

a startling development called the Chrysler Concorde. The Chrysler Concorde is a new luxury seda

See limited warranties at dealer. Restrictions apply. 3/36 excludes normal maintenance, adjustments and wear items. '92 competitive MSRP's'

wffi
Lt:#r.
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Introducing the
Chrysler Concorde.
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sedan in the worldwill
pnce.

a

1ts
'ith more horsepower than a BMW 525i, more torque than a Nissan 300 ZX. And thanks to a

:volutionary new automotive architecture called "cab forward," more interior room than anyAcura,

rfiniti or Lexus. It has a list of standard features that reads like a wish list, and when it comes to how

it drives, Motor Trenl, describes it this way:

"lithe and agile, the balanced handling of

a sports sedan, a ball to drive." \Uhich

brings us to the bottom [ine. The Chrysler

Concorde, fufly equipped, costs $23,432:

No, that's not a hallucination. It just means

that one carmaker in the world is asking

a basic question. Why should driving a

igh'quality, beautifully performing automobile be a luxury reserved for the privileged few,

'hen it can be offered to the privileged many? For more information, call 1.800.4,A,-CHRYSLER.

\DVANTAGE:CHRYSLER'T
DIVISION OF THE CHRYSLER CORPORATION

P emmple with options. Title, taxes and destination fee extra. Actual prices vary. Buckle

3
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Up For Safety.
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Giorgio Armnni's islnnd retreat oaerlooking the Mediterranean,

J A N U A R Y ffi#,#;::vd;ffiffiY6ry
FEATURES

Tradition Takes a New Path b1 Christine Pittel42
Neither period nor modern, a house by Bentley LaRosa

Salasky approaches familiar elements in an original way

Armani's Hideaway by W endy Goodman 5O
The fashion designer tailors a Mediterranean island to
suit himself and more than a dozen friends

Grand Room for a Family by Andrew Solomon5S
A discerning couple uses warm colors and a lively mix
of styles to make prewar proportions seem intimate

Staking Out a Field of Vision by Mac Griswold 64
Photographer Marina Schinz focuses her lens on the
landscape she has created in rural New York State

Master of Understatement by Ch*topher Pethanas 72
Worldly arbiter of taste Van Day Truex taught
the lessons of simplicity to generations of designers

Galifornia Rustic by Kathryn lreland 76
Actors Amanda Pays and Corbin Bernsen transformed
their house in Los Angeles down to the last beam

The Gomforts of Modernism by Umberto PastiS4
In a Corbusian duplex, a collector makes himself at
home with the twentieth century

All about Sofas by Elaine Hunt92
HG settles on a wide array of contemPorary
examples, plus classics that are still in production

Framing the Landscape b Celia Mccee 1OO .

American nineteenth-century panoramic prints scan

the shifting horizon of popular taste

Table Manners for the '9Os &1 Margot Guralnick 1o,6
HG extends an invitation to seven dining rooms
where entertaining good friends is always a pleasure

GOVER
Viuid colors

brighten a dining
area in a Neu

York loft.
Photograph by

Michael Mwtdy.
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A uaue of inuention is sweePing
Hawaiian hitcherx. Page 22.

Albert Hadlq's 1959 design
introduces HG's new feature,
"Timeless Rooms." Page 124.

DEPARTMENTS

Contributors Notes 12

Notes by Eric Berthold 15
The new and the noteworthy

News by Denise Martin20
From the home front

Food D1 Denise Martin22
Three Hawaiian restaurants put a fresh
spin on Pacific Rim cuisine

Travel by Patricia C. Jones 26
When a hotel in the Indian state of
Rajasthan is called a palace, it really is one

Gardening by J ohn B erendt 28
New plans plot the re-creation of a colonial
trial garden in Savannah

Shopping by Margot Guralnich30
Shops in Aspen and nearby towns offer
everything for the well-stocked ranch

On Taste by Nancy Richardson32
Bernard Berenson has opened the eyes of
generations of Americans to the art of living

Style D1 Wendy Goodman3S
Parisian Dominique Aurientis now brings
her designs into the home

Editor's Page fu Nancy Noaogrod 41

Samples by Amy Taran Astley 118
The latest wastebaskets are full
to the brim with decorative detail

Resources Where to Find It 121

Timeless Rooms 124
A grisaille palette remains the essence of
stylish understatement

6

J ewe lry desigter D ominique Aurientis
in her Paris shouroom. Page )8.
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skincare protection in a new light. r
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION TINTED CREME
SPF 8

lntroducing an everyday skincare assertive
enough to stand up to the

aggressions of today's environment.

lnvisible threats you may be unaware of
are counteracted by neutralizing

ingredients before they can cause damage.
An SPF I forms an effective daily

UVPvUVB sun banier.

A time-released system brings long-
lasting radiance all day.

Protection meets perfection in six
luxuriously natural shades.

IMANANCE...
A versatility that proves indispensable.
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A monhly guifu to dre toll$ee numbers of
prestigious advertisers in ttre building and
renrcdeling fumiture horne fumishings, and
hHetop rnarkes Call for furher infonrulim
about products and services, to order
brodr,resafrIinfonnatiTr on$orebcaliorn

I

BUILDING AND REMODELING
Andersen Corporation 80(H2G4251

Du Pont Corian S0GI}CORIAN

Franke, lnc. 8{Xl'6265771

FiveStar 8fiI982-3081

Carland 8fiI2$RANGE

C.E. Appliances 8fiI6262flX1

Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath 8m.678-6889

JennAir 8{X}536'6247

Kohler Color Coordinates 8{XHZ-1 81 4 DEPI HG

Kohler Company 800+KOHtER

Marvin Windows 80G3465 1 28

SuEZeroWU222-7820

I

IURNITURE

Century Furniture Company 8fiI852-5552

Donghia Furniture/Textiles 8filDONGHIA

Edgar B Furniture 8fiI255{589

Hekman 800'253-9249

Karges Furniture 8fi1'252-7437

The Knoll Group 8{X}44}5M5

Kreiss Collection 8flI531 -3685

La Barge 8fiI25I3870

Manhaft an Cabinetry SfiFMANHATTAN

The Platt Collection 80G283-3330

RocheEobois 8{X}972{375

Speer Collectibles 80$241-751 5

I

HOME TURNISHINCS

Armsrong World lndusties, lnc 8fl)23i}3823

Arte de Metco 8fi)622-2134

Gsablanca Fan Company 8flI75$3267

Duette by Hunter Douglas 8fiI32-STYI-E

Cynthia Cibson, I n c. 8W272-27 66

Hansa Faucets 80G34i|4431

Karastan Bigelow 80G23+1 120

Kravet 8flI6'ISKRAV

Vanguard Studios 80G532-9555

Wamsutta/Pacifi c 8W34+21 42

Waverly 8fiF42&5881 DEPI K

I

TABTETOP

Fortunoff 8fiF937-4376

Lenox China & Crystal 80G53F3669

Waterford Crystal 8UM77 -7 8ffi
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Dwn one of these leather-bound books
br only $4.95...the price of a paperback!

IHE 1OO GRTATEST BOOKS TVERWRITTEI\
lhe finest edition you can ftnd of Moby
)ick is the great Easton Press leather-
nund edition. Now y-ou can have this
uxurious book (a wonderful value at iB
'egular price of $38.00) for the price
lf a paperback-only $4.95-with no
rbligation to buy any other book. Ibu
ran keep Moby Dick for $4.95 forever!

Why is The Easton Press making this,
are we say it,, whale of a deal? Because we
tink you'll be delighted and astonished
'hen you see the quality of your first Eas-
rn Press leather-bound edition. When you
rel the quality of the leather, and hold the
eft of the book. When you look at the
sauty of the binding, and see the gleam of
rc 22kt gold inlaid on the spinel
Frankly, we are hoping you will be so

rken with this first, volume that you will
ant [o own additional leather-bound edi-
ons from The 100 Greatest Books Ever
/ritten. But you are under no obligation to
) so.

Replace those DaDerbaclis
and forgotten best sellers

wlth leather-bound classlcs!

backs and forgotten best
sellers with a library of

beautitul and important books. That's what
a great, library is all about,... books so mag-
nificent that, they are your pride and joy...
a statement about you. And a library of
leather-bound books is the best of all.

Each book bound in
genuine leather
with accents of

22kL gold.

Real lalue!
The books in this collection are a genuine
value, no[ cheap reprints. Not poor-quality
editions in imitation leather. Easton Press
editions are the real thing. Real leather edi-
tions of the finest quality. Heirloom books
elegantly bound and printed on acid-free
paper so that theywill last for generations.

Yet, the cost, is not expensive. For little
more than the price of ordinany-looking
hardcover books you can own these
extraordinary editions - books that are
admired and collected in 131 countries
around the world. Books that you will be
proud to display in your home - forever!

Classics by Brontf. Dichens.
Dostoyersky,. Shakespeare. I w-ain.

Who remembers most, of yesterday's best,
sellers? You can be sure the world will never
forget the works of Shakespeare. Milton.
Dostoyevsky. Dickens. Tolstoy. lVain. These
are the greatest authors of all time - nep-
resented here by their greatest works! (We
include a list of all the titles with your $4.95
book; you then get [o choose which books
you want, to receivel)

Each volume is cuslom-bound for you.

You dont see luxurious leather-bound books
in most homes, which is all the more reason
you'll be proud to see them in yours! Nor do
you see these Easton Press leather editions
for sale in bookstores. They are made avail-
able directly to you - with no bookstore
mark-up and no distribution excesses. This
is what lets us keep the price low arrd the
quality high.

Superior craftsmanship and materials go
into each Easton hess edition. Premium-
quality leather. Acid-neutral paper. Gilded
page ends. Satin ribbon page markers.
Moi16 fabric endsheets. Superb illustra-
tions. Hubbed spines accented with pre-
cious 22kt gold.

{t iust ${.05 tou hare nothing to lose!

Own MobyDick for $4.95. For the price of a
paperback, own this luxurious edition out-
right. Then, whether you buy anything fur-
ther is entirely up to ),rou. Obviously, you get
this book for a haction of what it costs us to
make. We do so in confidence that you will
be truly impnessed.

To take us up on this unusual opportunity,
simpty call us, toll fueq at the number shoum,
or mail the reservation application below

CALL TOLL FREE:
1-800-367- 4534, Ext. 7-5019

€
^d

%* e*b"-P-ae-t-t
r

Yes...send my leather-bound editlon of Moby
Dick for me to keep forever at lust $4.9b. . . and
reseNe my subscription to The 100 Greatest
Books Ever Written. If I like this book. send me
further editions at the rate ofone per month at
$38.00* each-with this price ($38.00) held
firm for the next two full years!

I understand you will send me a list of all the
titles in the collection. I can tell you which, if
any, I do not want, and I am free to tell you then
to send me no further books at all lf that is my
decision. I may return any book within 30 days
for a refund, and elther pafty may cancel thls
subscription agreement at any time.

Heres how I want to pay for my $4.95 Moby
Dick and future volumes (unless I tell you to
cance[):
! fls.{ ! Nlastercard ! Amertcan Express I Dlscover

Reservation Application

The Easton Press
47 Richards Avenue
Norwalk, Conn.06B57

CredltCard \o. Explratlon Date

E I prefer to pay by check. ($4.9S enctosed).

\ame

State Zip 

-
Signature 

-

AI orders subjectto a@ptan6.
.Plus $3.45 per book tor shtpplng and handltng. Anyapplhable 88le8
t€xwlll b€ blll€d wlth 8blprenl

1-5019

Address 

-

City

L

Theres a time in your life when you
will

ThE
,firs[ book
i$ yaurs to
- :1' ,kooP
,,6; on$
', $4.9s.



Gontri b uto rs N otes

Marina Schinz, a garden photographer,
turns her lens on her own upstate New York
garden and the surrounding farmland. "I
think it's a greater achievement to create a
beautiful garden than to take good pic-
tures," she says. "But I do see improvements
through the camera that I miss as a garden-
er." schinz recently won the Quill & Trowel
Award from the Garden Writers Associa-
tion of America for her contribution to the
bookThe Gardens of Russell Page.

Oberto Gili has been working nearly nonstop for HG
since 1984, when he moved to New York from Italy. For
this issue he photographed interiors in three countries:
Giorgio Armani's retreat on the Italian island of Pantel-
leria, the L.A. house of Amanda Pays and Corbin Bern-
sen, and the Paris studio of a connoisseur of modern
design. Says Gili, "Fortunately, I love being on planes"'

Kathryn Ireland, an HG contributing
editor, visits her friends Amanda Pays

and Corbin Bernsen in the cottage they
recently transformed into a rambling
family house. Between buying trips in F,n-

gland and France for Ireland Pays, the
Santa Monica decorating shop she owns
with Pays, Ireland is at work on her own
house: "It will probably look just like
Amanda's-an occuPational hazard
when you keep shoP together."

Christopher Petkanas exPlores
the life and lasting influence of
mid-century tastemaker Van DaY

Truex, who directed design at Tif-
fany's. An American living in Par-
is, Petkanas frequentlY escaPes to
the Lub6ron Mountains, "a Part of
Provence that Truex Pioneered."
Petkanas is the author ofAl H ome in
France, a book about eating and en-
tertaining in private houses, both
grand and humble. He is at work
on a history of the New York deco-
rating firm Parish-HadleY.

Umberto Pasti is ajournalist who di-
vides his time between his home base in
Milan and a villa in Tangier, where he
tends a "romantic half-Persian, half-
English garden." For HG he writes
about a twentieth-century decorative
arts collection housed in a restored art-
ist's studio in Paris that was designed
by Le Corbusier's firm.

12 c HG JANUARY 1993
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33" h. x 30" w. x 26,,d. in ffirHe; may be commissioned in other stones.
For catalog ol all works please send $5 to Sherle Wagnec 60 East STth Street l,lewyork, Ny 10022.
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NOTHINC IS SO RARE AS PERFECTION.



"Every canvas is ajourney all its^gy",*:'

as well as intellectually, drawing
inspiration wherever she may find it,
"from nature and the unconscious
to great artists ofthe PastJ't'I've explored a variety of direc-
tions and themes over the years.

But I think in all my painting You
can see the signature of one artist,
the work of one wristl' And on
that immensely talented wrist,
Helen Frankenthaler has rro

chosen to wear '\U

a Rolex. ROL

Helen Frankenthaler has long
held the highest rank in contemPo-
rary painting. Mountatns and Sea,

painted when she was barelY into
her twenties, is credited with
introducing the lyrical use of color
to ab stract exPressionism.

Her work since, exhibited in the
worlds most imPortant museums,
is admired for its beauty and
evocative power, and resPected for
its disregard of artistic fashion.

Alt6ough Frankenthaler leads

a calm, ordered life, she embraces
risks and adventure in her art.

Dept.795. Rolex
Jubilee

665 Fifth Amle, Nu York, N.y- 10022'5383.

Datejust and lubilee ore trademarhs.

14

Write fu brochwe. Rolex Watch US A , /ru. 
'

Rolex,V, Oyster I'erpetual,

HG JANUARY 1993
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A strong believer in the magical
spark that brings a good 

_

painting to life, Frankenthaler
app.oa-hes her art intuitive|g
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ttl,earning from craftsmen is the best training I could have received," says architect Roberto

Gerosa, who decided to design interiors, furniture, and lighting rather rhan join his Italian tamily's
construction business. Using flexible materials, such as waxed papers from Paris and string more
commonly seen wrapped around Tuscan herbs, Gerosa forms surprisingly strong light fixlures, with
no two alike. Among his other creations are an adjustable Irish linen curtain and an ever-expanding
series of small mirrors. (Claiborne Gallery,452 West Broadway, New York, NY 10012; 212-47b-Z0iZ)
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Graven Images
The makings of
an I8th-century-
style print room
(lel), at Nicola
Wingate-Saul Print
Rooms, London
(7 t) 821-1577
by appointment.

Ready to I{ear
Fashion's Adrienne

Vittadini creates
borders (riglzl),

wallcoverings,
and fabrics for

Gramercy.
For information
(800) 552-9255.
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Apple
Polisher

Studded silver
lruir (below)

from Emporio
Armani. For
stores (212)

, 727-3240.
Eastern Standard

Shaker Host
chair (aboxe) from

McGuire. For
showrooms call
(415) 626-r4r4.

I

Cheers Hand-painted goblets (a6ozre) by husband-and-wife
team MacKenzie-Childs. For stores (315) 364-7123.

\{oman with
a Mission

Architect Lutah
Maria Riggs's house

in Montecito for
Baron von

Romberg (aboae),

1937-38, is among
the projects

represented in a
retrospective, Dec.

5-Jan. 17, at the
Santa Barbara

Museum of Art,
(805) 963-4364.
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To Bee or
Not to Bee
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Greek
Translation
Iron klismos
chair (abooe)

from Wicker
Works. For

dealers (,115)

626-6730.

Oedipus and the Sphinx
Hand-painted fl oorcloth (a&oz,e)

from Grey Dun Studio. Call
(212) 535-3194 or (518) 329-2671

Family Album Explore
another golden age with
Treasures of the Medici
(aboue) by Anna Maria
Massinelli and Filippo
Tuena (Vendome, $50).

Attic Light
J. Robert Scott's
Amphora lamp

(.aboue), to
the trade. For
showrooms

(310) 659-49r0.

Platonic Relationship Hamilton wallpaper (aboue) and Plato
borcler (lop) lrom Quadrille. l-or showrooms (212) 753-2995.

Neo-neoclassical
English porrery (ahow),
c. 1890, at Sentimento,
l4 West 55th St., NYC

(212)245-3lll byappt.

tes !#tu

About Face Profile plate (abotte) from
Timney-Fowler, London (7 1) 352-2263.

Mediterranean Basin
The ceramic tiles, mosaics,
and molded faience used
in the Amphibious bath-
room (/zf) are available
from Paris Ceramics. For
brochure (203) 862-9538.
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N' HG REPORTS FROM THE HOME FRONT
By Denise Martin

Adventures in the Rose Trade On September l8 the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture withdrew its controversial proposal to impose a two-year quarantine on roses
from Canada in order to protect our national flower from rose wilt virus. The reason?
Scientific evidence indicating that the sudden wilting, defoliation, and death ascribed
to the virus may be caused by disease agents that already exist here. "A pathogen con-
clusively determined to be rose wilt virus has never been isolated," says Cornell pro-
fessor Kenneth Horst, a plant pathologist who urged the USDA to consider the new
research. He suggests that necrotic ringspot virus may be one of the real villains.

According to William E. Johnson, in the November issue of The America Rose, the
USDA decision "calls into question" the entire U.S. rose quarantine on imports from
Europe, as well as the ban on imports from Australia, New Zealand, and Italy. Peter
Grosser of the USDA allows that the rules might be rescinded "if we determined that
rose wilt virus was the only issue and research shows rose wilt virus is a nonissue."

Some angry rosarians who deluged Grosser with letters praising the health and va-

riety of roses from Canada still believe that the USDA's motive was not protection but
protectionism-a claim Grosser denies. But even USDA critic Suzy Verrier of For-
evergreen Farm in Maine admits that she's pleased with the agency's retreat.

Environment Last year New York City composted 455.L

tons of Christmas trees from two boroughs. I For loca-

tions that accept plastic foam packaging for recycling call

(800)'"11:"t.1_1":::::.:::"T^:,::::::"f 
.t*::3";131"i;?NGr.NDc

Q&A Horl do youfeel about

mirrored walLs?

Albert Hadley: "Mirrors
add sparkle and light and,
when carefully used, can
increase dimensions. But
one must be careful that
the reflections are what
one really wishes to see."

Clodagh: "I hate them,
hate to see the seams. Mir-
rored walls with seams call
attention to themselves.
But I do use enormous
chunks of mirror in an ar-
chitectural way." Barbara
Barry: "I love them when
they're framed in classic

molding, with baseboard
and trim. What I don't like
is mirrorjust stuck on the
wall so that you can see the
edges-terrible, terrible."

Best Sellers
Four furniture compa-
nies tell HG which of
their side tables are cur-
rently most popular.

KARGES
Rothschild ronsol.e

E.J. VTCTOR
Lamp table 9002-42

CENTURY
Capuan table

BAKER
C harleston piecrust table

Gosts of Living For making a slipcover with a

standard kick pleat for a classic club chair, using the
client's white canvas duck and contrasting welting:

$89 Marc Tash lnteriors, New York Cily (212) 385-2253

$175
$17s-$200

$280-$320
$300-$325
$300-$400

$38s

Deloris Toone, New York City (718) 671-1286
Gracie's Custom Slipcovers,
Houston (713) 491-4347, by appt.
Recover Me, San Francisco (415)864-2725
Superior Furniture, Chicago (312) 862-8000
lndigo Seas, Los Angeles (310) 550-8758
Shabby Chic, Santa Monica (310) 394-1 975

)
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Rita Hayworth and ,.

Olson Welles in lhef
Laly from Shanghai.
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Ligne Roset (Lnru-va Rov-zav)
challenge to produce the world's
best bed. In l9B4 Ligne Roset
introduced his highly acclaimed
Maly Bed. Self-supporting
cushions attach all around the
bed. Select a unique fabric or
leather upholstered border to
frame the mattress. Add
swiveling tray tables for books,
a TV, or bedtime snacks. Choose
pillow and mattress covers, and
bed linens from a selection of
over 200 exciting fabrics. AII are

easily removable
for dry cleaning,
replacing, or
changing

mood

To experience the
Maly Bed and

hundreds more exciting
complementing furniture designs for

every room in your home, please vieit
your nearest Ligne Roset store.
See how Ligne Roset fumiture
$ts yow style dc aie.

Le Stylc dc aie de Ligne Roset,
the eagerly auaited 199J hundred-page
catalogw from Ligre Roset , is now
aoailabb. lt presents the epitorc of
contemporary European hoing .

Send $10 for your copy to
Roset USA Corp., 200 l*xington Aoenue,
Neu York. Ny 10016.

USA
Atleb
BostoE
Chica6o
Cincimati
Colunbus
Dallas
Detroit
Los Angeles
Miami
N* York
Philadelphia
Rocheeter
St. I-uis
San Frsncieco
Sestde
VasLingron, D.C,

CA]\IADA
Iaval
Montreal

(4O4) 881-8t l5
(617) 4sl-2212
(3r2) 66,!9s82
(sr3) 723{Oss
(6141792-7774
(214) 69t-1270
(313) 647-3I00
(310) 273-s42s
(30s\922-7234
(212) 685-r099
(215) 923-6085
(716) 3254880
(314) 241-S199
(415) 543-5466

1206) 622-2433
(2o2)3&2400

DU PONT
DACJqJ'

Ottawa

Quebec
Toronto

(st4) 682-3022
(514) 733-a414
(5t4) 382-t.{43
(613) 831-2091

\418)847-2724
14161 362-7404

Or conact Roser USA Corp. . (212) 685-2238
200 l*xington Ave., New York, NY 10o16

I
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FOOD

New Wave
on Maui
Three Hawaiian

restaurants put a

fresh spin on

Pacific Rim cuisine

GENERATIONS OF TOURISTS HAVE

flown into Hawaii from the main-
land unwittingly accompanied bY

most of the food theY will eat once

they touch ground. No more. "To-
day eighty percent ofwhat I serve is

local," says Mark Ellman of Avalon, a

bustling restaurant in the old whal-

ing port of Lahaina on Maui. 'Just
this morning I got thirty pounds of
sugar snap peas, plus vine-riPened
tomatoes, Ulupalakua strawberries,
mangoes, papaya, pineaPPles, and
onions, all from Maui, and shiitakes

from the Big Island. All mY fish is
bought right here, on the harbor."

One and a half years ago, fourteen
island chefs got together at the Maui
Prince Hotel on the beach at Makena

for a three-day symposium. What
emerged was a new organization,
Hawaii Regional Cuisine, dedicated

to promoting local food and agricul-
ture. The deliveries to Avalon's back

door are one measure of HRC's suc-

cess. So are the native blackberries

that a woman in upcountrY Maui
picks for the Haliimaile General
Store, a lively lunch and dinner spot

in an old pineapple plantation camp

store, as well as the organic avocados

and mesclun greens that end uP at

the candlelit Prince Court in the ho-

tel where HRC was born. But eating
at these three Maui restaurants isn't
only a fine way to sample ruby lettuce

picked the day it apPears on Your
plate-there's no better place to ex-

perience the wave of invention that is

sweeping Hawaiian kitchens.
At Avalon, Los Angeles native

Mark Ellman gives Hawaiian region-
al cuisine a Southeast Asian spin:
"Chinese, Japanese, Malaysian,
Thai-those were always my favorite
foods. When I first tasted shrimP
with lobster sauce, I thought I'd died
and gone to heaven." The most spec-

tacular dish Ellman and his sister
Gerry turn out from Avalon's tinY
kitchen is whole opakapaka, or pink
snapper. "l started steaming them
the traditional Chinese way, but
some customers were squeamish
about digging into the whole fish,"
he recalls. "so I scored the flesh in di-
amonds before cooking, making it
easier to take chunks off the bone."
Now Avalon offers whole opakapaka
three ways: steamed Hawaiian stYle,

with soy, ginger, and herb sauce;
Thai style, with lemongrass, Iime, co-

conut, mint, and basil; and wok-fried
with a spicy black bean sauce.

Bev Gannon's Haliimaile General
Store grew accidentally out of her ca-

tering business-which grew acci-

dentally out of the music business
road tours where she lirst worked
with her husband, Joe, who now
manages the restaurant. She calls

Chef Ellman offers his whole opakapaka'
wok-fried with a spicy black bean sauce'
above left, or steamed with soy, ginger'
and herbs, above right. Left: Joe, Teresa,

and Bev Gannon s6ile mango mousse
cake made with fruit picked on the island.

BY DENISE MARTIN
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Viewerd Profiles:
Kevin Kline

"Plalhouse reminds me consistently of
how muchTV can do. Their pro-
gramminghappi\ ignores the status
quo of the medium and brings out
first-rate work from the artists it
challenges."

Bernadette Peters

"It's a chance to see film and theater

from artists Jou ma! not yet know-
or to see people you do know doing
the kind of work they can't do
anywhere else. k keeps TV at the
cutting edge."

Vladimir Feltsman

"h's wonderful that Playhouse giues
us-especialll our young aud"iences-
the chance to see work that borh
entertains and excites. We don't haue
to turn off our minds when we turn
on PBS."

For viewers in tune with television's potential, chubb is proud
, to help bring the vision of American Playhouse onto

the air and into your home" As we celebrate our ten,year partnership,
we salute the artists and audiences who have made this

the longest,running anthology series in history.

SOME OF THIS SEASON'S HIGHLIGHTS
Strangers in Good Company

A funny and fascinating chronicle
their discoveries in an abandoned

Straight Out of Brooklyn
This look at a black family's battle
the career of l9-year-old filmmaker

of seven elderly women and
house.

against the odds launched
Matry fuch.

Fires in the Mirror
Racial conflicts in a Brooklyn neighborhood simmer and ex-
plode in Anna Deavere Smith's tour de force portrayal of over
30 characters.

Thank You & Goodnight!
Humor, heartache, drama and documentary merge in this off-
beat look at the life and death of the ftlmmaker's grandmother.

La Carpa
An immigrant laborer finds justice, hope and heart in the
spirited art of a traveling theater troupe in the '30s.

GoodMorning Babylon
li,vo immigrant brothers discover America on the set of a
Dl![. Griffith epic. Greta Scacchi and Vincent Spano star.

CHUETB
Group of lnsurance Companies

Providing business and personal insurance worldwide
through independenr agenrs and brokers for over 100 years.

E
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lnsure your world with Chubb
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Maharaia for
a Night
When a hotel in

Rajasthan is called a

palace, it really is one

BY PATRTCTA C. JONES

decade after Indian independence, Ma-
haraja Sawai Man Singh II of Jaipur de-

cided that his huge residence, the Ram-

bagh Palace, could best be maintained as a

hotel. The decision came as a shock to his wives and

son, but in December 1957 the Rambagh Palace

opened to the public, and Man Singh and his family
settled in the more modest Rajmahal.

Sixteen years ago the Rajmahal, too, became a hotel.
Its eleven spacious bedrooms, with their 1950s furni-
ture, remain much as they were when the royal family
and their guests-including Queen Elizabeth II and

Jacqueline Onassis-were in residence. When I stayed

at the Rajmahal on a recent trip to India, the last things
I saw before I turned out the light were pictures of the

maharaja's family on the bedside table.
Throughout the farming and desert region of west-

ern India known as Rajasthan, heirs of the hereditary
rulers have converted palaces and forts to hotels. The
best known are the biggest: the Rambagh, the Lake

Palace Hotel in Udaipur, and the colossal Umaid
Bhawan Palace in Jodhpur, which feels more like a

government building than a private residence. In
search of a more authentic experience of the princely
life style, I opted instead to visit smaller palace hotels.

Like many visitors to Rajasthan, I began at the capi-

tal, Jaipur, a planned city laid out by Maharaja Sawai

Jai Singh ll in 1727 when he moved his capital from
the fort at Amber seven miles away. I was captivated by

the intimacy of the Rajmahal and by the Lotus Garden

at theJai Mahal Palace, built in 1745.The garden is a

re-creation by architectural historian Elizabeth Moy-

nihan, the wife of a former U.S. ambassador to India,
of a sixteenth-century design attributed to the Mughal
emperor Babur.

Moving on to Jodhpur, the gateway to the desert, I
stopped at the smaller of the city's two palace hotels,
the 1929 Ajit Bhawan, where I was served some of my
meals in a lovely two-story courtyard with latticework
of carved red sandstone. My room, like most of the
forty-eight guest rooms, was in one of the bungalows
scattered throughout the garden, interspersed with
small pools and shaded sitting areas; even the incredi-
bly hard mattress could not diminish the charm of the

setting. Thanks to the jeep tour offered by one of the
hotel's owners, Maharaj Swaroop Singh, I had more
than a glimpse of the real Rajasthan-the farmers,
shepherds, weavers, and craftsmen who carry on with-

From the mid lSth century to the l9th c€ntury, the Neemrana

Fort-Palace, above and below, protected a Ralput principality.
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ll

ut electricity, plumbing, or anything more modern
:ran an occasional bicycle. My fellow guests and I had

, chance to grind wheat, weave, eat a typical meal of
I reads and vegetables, and try, without success, to lift a
I llfrll waterjug onto our heads.

| flf f."* Jodhpur t flew to Udaipur to sample its
,rincely options. Committed as I was to the smaller

$ Ogalaces, I could not resist the former maharani's suite

8 ort the dazzling Lake Palace Hotel, which covers an is-

8 ou.nd in Pichola Lake. Once an eighteenth-century
Saleasure palace, it has been completely modernized,
Fresh small rooms distinguished by magnificent views,

2 tablt three splendid historic suites. Opening the win-

I S1gtlt of my room in the maharani's quarrers, I could

d h"f,, rst touch the water lapping under the sill; green,
L UAUY' """ I , and red stained glass sparkled in the sun, and in

norning the reflections formed shifting patterns
.descent light on the wall. The traditional furni-
was covered in brocades, and in the center ofthe
r a wedding swing hung from the ceiling.

llrqical views of the Lake Palace are parr;f the ap-
'the Shiv Niwas Palace and the new Fateh Pra-
rwned and run by the maharana of Udaipur,
I Singhji Mewar. Both are adjacenr ro rhe hisror-
palace and to the maharana's current quarters.
rcautifully restored Shiv Niwas, arr deco furni-
lone up in silk brocades that match the mosaic
d chandeliers. The former royal suites open
;hady patio and pool-a fine place, I found, to
rot afternoons. The Fateh Prakash houses Re-
urniture from the maharana's collection and
laipur miniature painrings, although at four-
:t in length some are not so miniature.
glimpse of the sporting side of princely life, I

:d some five kilometers from the center of town
rrbadi, once the maharana's art deco hunting
nd now the stud farm for his polo ponies, as

r country hotel. To me it seemed that the new
room wing and modern dining room have
finity with the American Wesr than with India,
lodge itself is unchanged; the upstairs sitting
ed bar is decked our in riger skins and rattan
re, and tame deer, peacocks, and monkeys

The island setting of the famed Lake Palace in Udaipur, above, is
captivating, but smaller palace hotels like the intimate Rajmahal
in Jaipur, below left, and the Aiit Bhawan in Jodhpur, with its
period dining room, below, retain more of their original character.

wander in the garden. The hotel offers day rides, as
well as safaris to such nearby sites as Kumbhalgarh
Fort, the Ranakpur temple complex, and Mount Abu.

At once the oldest and the newesr palace in Raja-
sthan is Neemrana Fort-Palace, on the road between
Jaipur and Delhi. The Neemrana, which dates back to
1464, nestles in a bowl between two hills, each with its
own ruined fort and watchtower. The nine-story pal-
ace was in ruins when it was bought by an Indian writer
and designer, a French writer and businessman, and
two art collectors, who are still in the process of restor-
ing it and filling it with antiques, Rajasthani textiles,
and handwork from all over India. The twenty-six
rooms carry out different themes, from a nineteenth-
century Kerala planter's sitting room to the nearly all-
white Chandra Mahal suite, but guests are encouraged
to sleep outside on the roof. After a peaceful night un-
der the starry deserr sky, it is hard to realize that the
teeming millions of Delhi are only two hours away. a

For uisitors info_rm.atiln: The Jai Mahal Palace and Rajmahal in
Jaipur and the Lahe Palace in Udaipur are represented in the Il.S.
U^9yf 9Kings, (800) 999-175s: Alit Bhawan, Jodhpur (291)
20409. Fateh Prakash and Shiu Niuas in Udaipu; eg4) 2S2Jg.
Neemrana Fort-Palaee, call Mrs. Singh, New Delhi (t I) GlG145,
618962, or 462-52 I 4. Shikarbadi, U-daipur (294) 532'00.
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WHEN THE BRITISH
staked out Georgia as the
thirteenth American colo-
ny in 1733, they intended it
to serve as a military buffer
between the twelve colo-
nies to the north and the
hostile Spaniards in Flori-
da. They also hoped it
would turn out to be a mon-
ey-making proposition. As
Britain's southernmost
American colony, Georgia
would have one of the
warmest climates and lon-
gest growing seasons in the
empire. The trustees of the
colony, who supervised it
from London, were count-
ing on Georgia to produce
commodities that England
had been importing at
great expense, particularly
silk from Italy and wine
lrom Madeira. Therefore,
when James Oglethorpe
laid out Georgia's first set-

tlement, Savannah, he
marked off a ten-acre plot
for the purpose of finding
out which plants and trees

were best suited to the soil and cli-
mate of the region. The Trustees'
Garden, as it was called, became

North America's first exPerimen-
tal botanical garden.

The site is still known as the Trust-
ees'Garden, but the garden is long
gone. In its place stands a jumble of
buildings that have accumulated
over the years-restored remnants
of an early nineteenth century fort, a
couple of restaurants, and some old
wooden houses. The only hint that
this was once a garden of historic sig-

nificance is a marker beside a park-
ing lot. The message on the marker
sends a tingle down the spine: "From
this garden was disseminated the up-
land cotton which later comPrised
the greater part of the world's cotton
commerce. Here were ProPagated
and from this garden distributed,
the peach trees which gave Georgia
and South Carolina another major
commercialcrop...."

This site has other claims to fame.

Experiment in
Savannah
New plans plot the

re-creation of a colonial

trial garden

BY JOHN BERENDT

According to local legend,
Sir Walter Raleigh con-
ferred here with an Indian
chief. Later, when the gar-
den was in flower, John
Wesley, the founder of
Methodism, is said to have
strolled through it compos-
ing hymns. And it was in a
rum cellar there that Cap-
tain Flint of Treasure Island
supposedly died. The Pi-
rates' House restaurant,
which occupies a structure
built in 1734, claims to be
the tavern that inspired
Robert Louis Stevenson.

From the start, the gar-
den was beset by hardships.
A British botanist hired to
tour the Caribbean collect-
ing specimens died in Ja-
maica. His replacement
partially fulfilled his mis-
sion, suffering innumera-
ble misfortunes, including
being detained by the
Spaniards in Veracruz.
Friends of the colony
around the world sent
seeds and cuttings, and

once the garden was planted, it
flourished as a nursery of or-
anges, olives, mulberries, figs,
and peaches. Within two years,
though, the gardeners fell to

quarreling, and the head gardener
decamped for South Carolina. His
successor walked off thejob, accus-

ing the keeper of the public stores of
cheating him out of part of his wages.

A blistering summer in 1738 fol-
lowed by a killing frost damaged
much of the vegetation. Gradually,
the garden slipped into decline, and
in 1755 the whole ten-acre tract was

granted to the royal governor, who
converted it to residential use.

Despite its brief life, the Trustees'
Garden holds an exalted place in
America's horticultural history. A
direct descendant of the Chelsea
Physic Garden, which contribut-

Bruce Kelly and David Varnell's plan for the
re-creation of the lost garden, top. Left: An

early botanical print of sassafras, one of the
native species propagated in the garden.
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ed a number of cuttings and seeds
(including cotton), it was the fore-
runner of our present system of
experimental and educational bo-
tanical gardens. Not only that, the
Trustees'Garden was an instrument
of the humanist ideals upon which
Georgia was founded. Slavery was
originally forbidden in the colony.
The production of silk and wine
would have required the sort of light
work that women and children could
have done, and if those industries
had taken hold, there might never
have been such a clamor for slave la-
bor. But the vines sent from Madeira
did not fare well, and although mul-
berry trees-their leaves are used to
feed silkworms-were successfully
introduced, profits from the raw silk
reeled in Georgia were nor great
enough to sustain an industry. In
1749 the trustees relented and per-
mitted the introduction of slaves. By
the end of the century, cotton had
become the region's major crop.

No charts or maps of the garden's
original design remain. The only
clues as to its shape and content are
supplied by contemporaneous wrir-
ten reports. We know that the gar-
den occupied the eastern shoulder of
the riverside bluff on which Savan-
nah was built. The soil on rop was
sandy, on the slope it was clay, and at
the bottom it was rich and marshy.
The garden was laid out in squares
cut by crosswalks lined with fragrant
orange trees. At the northern end
there was a grove ofnative bay, sassa-
fras, evergreen, oak, hickory, Ameri-
can ash, and magnolia, and in the
coldest part ofthe garden there were
fruit trees common in England-ap-
ple, pear, and the like. Elsewhere
there were olives, figs, vines, pome-
granates, and other fruits that had
been imported from southern Eu-
rope. At the bottom of the bluff a col-
lection of tropical plants and trees-
medicinal herbs, coffee, coconuts,
cotton, and bamboo-were huddled
in the most sheltered area.

It was inevitable that sooner or
later Savannah would get around
to restoring the Trustees' Garden.
("Restoring" is probably rhe wrong

HG JANUARY 1993

word; "re-creating" is more like it.)
The city is already justly famous for
the restoration of its two-and-a-half-
square-mile historic district, with its
lush green squares and more than a
thousand beautifully maintained
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
houses. The prime mover in the
campaign to rebuild the Trustees'
Garden is a deceptively mild man-
nered woman named Mary Helen
Ray. Mrs. Ray heads Savannah's
Park and Tree Commission and has
held other positions in the world of
horticulture. She has been joined in
the effort by New York landscape ar-
chitects Bruce Kelly and David Var-
nell, native Georgians best known
for Strawberry Fields, the memorial
toJohn Lennon in Central Park. Kel-
ly has long been fascinated by the
Trustees'Garden. Four years ago he
sought out Mrs. Ray and offered to
draw up preliminary plans in order
to generate further interest.

In their re-creation Kelly and Var-
nell propose a five-acre garden, leav-
ing in place all the buildings of

GABDEI\I!NG

historic value. For authenticity, they
propose to include plants that have
been bred back to their eighteenth-
century form, such as peach trees
and tomatoes. The design incorpo-
rates many features of the original
garden and wisely adds a new touch
or two-most notably a strong visual
link to the adjacent historic quarter
through the placement of an en-
trance gate and a mulberry all6e on
line with a busy thoroughfare.

The Atlanta Gas Light Co. owns
the land, and as yet, there is no time-
table for implementing the plans.
The funds to build and maintain the
garden project remain to be raised.
With Savannah ser ro play hosr to rhe
1996 Olympic yachting races, local
interest has picked up. A rebuilt
Trustees' Garden would serve as a
significant scientific and educational
resource for Savannah and it night
well become a tourist attraction. As
such, it could be expected to gener-
ate considerable cash flow, which
was, after all, what the trustees in-
tended it to do 260 years ago. I

Elorida"'s Prernier Yachting
Address Is Nor,rzAlso Florida.'s

Prernier GoHAddress.
At Admirals Cove Golf

Village, residenrs enloy rhe luxu-

ry of uncrowded golf, an

Intracoastal-front country club,
marina and health spa 

-all in a
verv private community located
minutes from the ocean and

pristine beaches of Northern
Palm Beach County.

Club Cottages and Harbor
Homes from $250,000. tuxury
Villas and Custom Estate Homes
from g360,ooo to over g3 mil-
lion. Call (407) 744-8800.

200 Admirals Cove Blvd. Jupirer, FL33477
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SHOPPING

.-lowBoy-srylE sKI Boors MAY BE JUST

I 
I 

uro.rnd the bend. In Aspen, a town that

U::::','J::-:,.;;:fr ,'.Ti:iJ.:l'*f *'.1[:
the current fervor for western gear is making even pal-

ace-scaled vacation houses look like Buffalo Bill's
barn. The urge to go rustic typically strikes with the

purchase of a 1920s Beacon blanket-the technicolor
bedroll-and leads to a wholesale roundup of rough-
hewn furniture and archaic sportingequipment. Until
recently, these backwoods relics weren't easy to come

by. But no longer, thanks to a number of canny an-

tiques dealers whose shops form a scenic trail that
starts in Aspen and winds down valley to the rural
communities spread out along the Roaring Fork Riv-

er. Before embarking on a day's excursion, it's best to

call ahead since shopkeepers are often off doing some

prospecting of their own.
Alderfer's Antiques Seasoned dealer Johnnie Al-

derfer has an eye for of-the-moment accessories: vin-
tage shooting trophies, bamboo fishing rods, hooked
rugs, longhorn-patterned china, and fringed throws.
In a space no bigger than a walk-in closet, Alder-
fer also manages to pack nine-foot-long painted pine
benches, hickory chairs (one of hers recently turned
up in aJ. Crew catalogue), and elaborately stenciled

sleds. Actor George Hamilton left the shop toting
a life-size portrait of two bull mastiffs. (l0l South

High Altitut
Antiquing

Shops in Aspen and nearby i

euerything for the well-stoct

BY MARGOT GURALNI(

At Avalanche Ranch. former ski instructor Sharon I

antiques barn, above, with vintage sPorting goo,

covered furniture. The rustic sign came from a Colc
left: A .l940s Wisconsin log chair, tramp art I

enamehrare breadbox at the Great Camp Collect
Ory's Trading Post is housed in a Victorian mi
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Monarch St., Aspen, CO 816l l; 303-925-5051)
Oxy's Trading Post Bob and Maureen Oxenberg

hold court in a Victorian miner's cabin with snowshoes
hanging on the front porch and "Happy Trails" play-
ing on the tape deck. They drive 60,000 miles a year in
search of what Maureen describes as "rhe playful, the
primitive, and the down home." These trips net a re-
markably well-priced array of lamps made from stir-
rups, rumpus room sofas with cowpokes stitched into
vinyl upholstery, and choice Beacon and Pendleton
blankets, many of which have been whisked away to
Hollywood by Bob's sister, actress Catherine Oxen-
berg. Their back room is the domain of Les Ochs, who
offers cowboy chenille bedspreads, guitars, old and
new fish decoys, and shiny finds from his biannual
jaunts to the Amarillo Bit and Spur Show. (309 East
Main St., Aspen, CO 8l6l l; 303-925-1027)

Yesteryear Twenty-two miles down Highway 82
from Aspen in El Jebel, the smell of baking pies lures
people into Kem Curtis's enclave of Western Slope
Victoriana. Gently rusted wrought-iron beds, domed
traveling chests, embroidered linens, and stacks of
batter bowls fill a farmhouse little changed since the
thirties, when the kitchen's checkerboard linoleum
was laid. Every room is set up for living and Curtis likes
to feed hungry customers, making the shop an ideal
spot to while away a few hours. (18977 Highway 82, El

SHOPPIilG

Stirrup lamps and snowshoe

chairs are attractions along
the antiques trail that winds

down valley from Aspen
please." Her husband, Jack, a former ranch manager,
mans the seven-room store, selling braided rugs, scrub
pine tables, and Amish cupboards to clients who in-
clude "that Australian actor with the big knife whojust
married someone named Linda." (65 North 3 St., Car-
bondale, CO 81623; 303-963-910 l)

Avalanche Ranch Skiers, hikers, and fishermen
come from all over to this hospitable guest ranch, su-
perbly sited on the Crysral River ar the base of 13,000-
foot Mount Sopris, the highest peak in the area.
Owners Sharon and Jim Mollica renr log cabins and
run a bed-and-breakfast inn with an antiques store
that draws hoards of decorators. Enthralled by "any-
thing campy or woodsy," Sharon is the source for rat-
tan fishing creels, birchbark canoes and baskets,
snowshoe lounge chairs, and hand-carved wooden
skis with killer tips. At sunset, everyone's welcome to
gather around the Avalanche Ranch campfire and
swap tall tales about the shopping trail. (12863 High-
way 133, Redstone, CO 81623; 303-963-2846) aJebel, CO 81628; 303-963-9840)

The Great Camp Collection In
Carbondale, an old mining and
cattle town that srill offers room to
roam, decorator Bonnie Sher-
wood Miller sells ranch trappings.
including turn-of-the-century
hitching posts. She mixes her own
lines of Molesworth-style sofas
and wagon wheel chairs-"wider,
deeper, and better made than the
Sears, Roebuck originals," says
Miller-with vintage pine pieces
that have "a patina you just can't
fake." (358 Main St., Carbondale,
CO 8 1623; 303-963-022 l)

A Country Affair Nancy Thur-
man, a retired legal secretary and
the mother of nine, spends eighty-
five percent of her time behind the
wheel of a Chevy van tracking
down American country furni-
ture. Steering clear of tempera-
mental European veneers and
elaborate inlays, she zeros in on
woods such as cherry and butter-
nut that thrive in a dry high-alti-
tude climate. "When I go out on
the road," she says, "I don't always
like myself, because I'm hard to

...lYben you oriler tbe E)gar B
Furniture Cahlog, trlt tu i0% ofl'
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By NexCy RICHERDSON

Berenson at I Tatti with a Domenico Veneziano Madonna, 1952.

The Lessons of a
Gonnoisseur

Generations of Americans haue opened their eyes

to the art of liaing thanks to Bernard Berenson

7-T-l he main church at San Gi-

I mignano is the highest

I point of a village on a

I- small steep mountain of a
hill between Florence and Siena. To
get there you must leave the car out-
side the medieval town wall and walk
up. One brilliant Sunday morning
not long ago, we made the climb in
order to look at a recently cleaned se-

ries of frescoes by Domenico Ghir-
landaio. Inside the church we found
the side chapel of Santa Fina, a local
girl who died in 1253 and whose life
was commemorated by Ghirlandaio
in 1475. Cleaned, the frescoes read

as if they had been painted in our
own lifetime. Looking at the left wall,
I puzzled over a composition that
would be impossible in real life. It

shows a high classical al-
tar set outdoors like a gar-
den folly and surrounded
by the towers of San Gimi-
gnano. In front of the al-
tar and seemingly indoors,

the slip of a saint lies on a
bier arranged like a beau-
tiful bed. Onlookers, like
real parishioners, appear
to be thinking about what
the others are wearing or
what they will do when
the service is over; a few
are lost in a devout con-
centration.

Eventually I turned to
the opposite wall where a

figure, perhaps a saint,
enveloped in a mantle
from the folds of which
peer a swarm of baby
angel faces, has just
dropped through the
ceiling of a room, a vision

to the girl lying on a pallet. At that in-
stant, standing in the sunlight that
was streaming through the windows,
with the music of a very real organ
filling the church, I traveled back in
time to an episode when a great faith
appeared to vanquish even the sting
ofdeath. I had encountered both the

logic and the subjective power of the

religious art of the Renaissance-an
art never true to "real" life but always

inherently consistent with inspired
mental states.

I was taken to the Santa Fina chaP-

el by two art historian friends, one
of whom has had a great deal to do
with the idea that a knowledge of
Italian Renaissance art goes with be-

ing an individual of broad culture.
Known for my enthusiasm for things

Italian rather than any r

edge, I had been offered
see the frescoes as an e
ment to continue-to trar
and to look.

My experience in San '

is a present-day example,
tional impact that the obv
and spirituality of Rena
had on American obser
end of the lastcentury. Nr
susceptible, perhaps, as

can tycoon collector wh<

one man in particular, Bt
enson, as a guide to the tr

and its implications for <

ing in his own era.
Berenson's infatuatio

ian art was born in the B<

1880s where, in the Harr
revolved around Williarn
Charles Eliot Norton, th
Italy had registered intt
out being anything ver

Most nineteenth-centur)
admirers of Italian art aI

ture had simply found
light, the life, as well as t

layers of civilization in lta
be exhilarating beyond ,

Berenson was profounc
when he went to Italy I

time on a small study grat
of the 1880s. For sever

soaked in a bath of lonl
tural experience, cominl
with the recognition that
paid serious attention to.
art since Vasari. Berent
that the art of the perio,
be described and listed ar

and picture by picture be

be properly enjoyed. Ye

ing in churches, mona
aces, and museums-
glass in one hand, flasl
other, opera glasses slu

shoulder (for frescoes).
comprehensive results.
had written ltalian Paint
naissance and two volun
ings of the Florentine Pair
Iast word on the topic.

His ability to classify
art and to identify spe<

as, say, an early Titian r
Giorgione was good en,
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for American collectors to seek his
advice. But Berenson was not a ped-
ant. Nor were his clients drawn to
him merely as an expert. For Isabella
Stewart Gardner, John G. Johnson,
and Henry Walters-in the early
years before 1900-as well asJoseph
Widener, Benjamin Altman, Samuel
Kress, and Andrew Mellon in the al-
most thirty years of Berenson's asso-
ciation with the master dealerJoseph
Duveen, dealing with Berenson was
like having a direct line to why Gior-
gione and Titian mattered in the first
place. And then there was something
about the person of the small, pre-
cisely tailored Berenson with his ele-
gant clipped beard and musrache
that indicated fulfilled powers of
self-invention. Was he not a verv
modern sort of aristocrat, one of the
mind and eye whose heightened
sense of identity came from intellec-
tual and aesthetic experiences?
Wasn't Berenson the man the per-
fect role model? Notjust to "his" col-
Iectors but to a wide circle of friends
and acquaintances, his exquisite sen-
sitivity t.o visual phenomena was
something to emulate. Above all, it
was Berenson who taught many of
his contemporaries how to look.

Berenson's idea of connoisseur-
ship is still very much with us. It is re -

lated to any ability to look at art,
architecture, design, or fashion in
the sense that it invokes the notion
that to look well, someone must have
an "eye." Berenson tried to describe
the process in words he hoped would
become almost scientific terms. His
"tactile values," "space composition,"
"significant form," and "ideated sen-
sation" entered sophisticated lan-
Suage as the shorthand of visual
experience. His analysis of a work of
art-given while standing in front
of a picture or written as an expert
opinion, on the srrengrh of which a
collector would buy a gold-ground
panel picture from Florence as a
Giotto or Bernardo Daddi-was a per-
formance of undeniable intellectual
beauty. His parsing of a picture-in a
way that made its authorship, subject,
and meaning more apparent---{om-
bined visual memory, stylistic analysis,

the ability to make visual distinctions,
and an enlightened guesswork as to an
artist's creative development or "artis-
tic personality."

Following my visit to San Gimigna-
no, I had the opportunity to see Ber-
enson's house outside Florence, left
by Berenson to Harvard University
in 1959 as a center for advanced
studies in the Renaissance. The Villa
I Tatti-a library with some rooms

ON TASTE

important are the books. There are
two libraries, both simply vaulted
and as austerely beautiful as any in a
monastery or convent. Even the
corridors throughout the house are
lined with bookcases.

If you want to look for a discerning
way to live with "things Italian," or
any old art for that matter, you could
easily settle on Berenson's way of ar-
ranging a room. Big comfortable

Henaissance panel paintings hang against old tertiles in Berenson's study, c. .l910.

added on, Berenson liked to say-
is a large comfortable Tuscan house,
not at all monumental, which was
remodeled after 1910 by Geoffrey
Scott and Cecil Pinsent. Situated
amid vineyards and olive trees in the
hills near Settignano, the house
is surrounded by a classic Italian
garden, strongly architectural and
primarily green with alldes of cy-
presses and ilex, boxwood hedges, a
limonaia, gravel paths, and orna-
mental pebble pavements. Indoors,
plain stucco walls and bare wood
floors darkened by repeated waxing
are the setting for a few fine early Re-
naissance pictures by Sienese and
Florentine masters, such as Sassetta's
Saint Francis in Glory and a Madon-
na by Domenico Veneziano. Equally

overstuffed chairs, Renaissance cre-
denze, cassoni, and refectory tables,
and oriental carpets are still the basic
furnishings. Panel pictures are hung
against pieces of old damask or bro-
cade. Smaller pictures, often panels
that had originally been set into the
sides of a chest or had been part of
an altarpiece, are propped against
the wall on the top of a bookcase. Ita-
lian Renaissance sculptures, for the
most part religious figures carved
in wood, are mixed as objets d'art
with a range of oriental sculptures.
One of the most charming parts of
the house is a suite Berenson and his
wife called the Ritz, which was meant
to accommodate worldly house-
guests who liked upholstered walls,
a large bathroom, and a general
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Many things and n

were "life enhancing"
because he constantll
new faces and experien
wonderful talker, esp

own table. From the
World War II until Ber,
in 1959, visitors camr
stream-not just for
lunch, tea, and, if they 
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walk in the garden. Berl

often make his most
marks to a dinner p
knowing little of his sut
to please, would ask a

tion and get him goin
doubt in my mind that
art lover was always i
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haps the sense of int
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wasn't, after all, very C
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causes the equilibrium
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"I LOVE MAKINGJEWELRY," SAYS PARIS

designer Dominique Aurientis, "but
I felt I needed to do something else

as well to keep the creative channels
open. That's how the housewares
came about." The new Dominique
Aurientis line, which will be available
in selected U.S. stores this winter, "is

a logical extension of our work," says

her husband and business partner,
architect ttienne de Souza. "We're
using many of the same materials-
brass, wood, colored glass." Souza
designs wrought-iron tables and
chairs, and Aurientis embellishes
them with glass beads. She also.con-
ceives the handblown glass plates in
swirling colors. "l think glass is al-
most alive, the way it catches light,"
she says. "Etienne prefers metal be-

cause of the way it can be worked. Be-
tween what he likes to do and what I
like to do, we have a good partner-
ship." Their next project: a furniture
workshop in an apple orchard in
Aurientis's native Aix-en-Provence.
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Editor's Page

TUE SOFAS IN MY LIFE hAVC fOr thc MOSI

part stayed with me. The red paisley cotton covered sofa of
the first really decorated apartment I had on my own has

now been reborn-after a number of relocations-in a blue

cotton damask. Conscious that such major purchases usual-
ly endure within households, we set out to find and present

sixty-seven of the best examples available today. By and
large, sofas with personality are much in demand; the ge-

neric squared seating unit seems to have gone the way of
shag carpets, into the quiescent phase of the life-and-death
cycle of trends. If the economic climate of the nineties has

had any good effect on decorating (and I believe it has), it is
in a growing insistence on quality and form, the heightened
discernment that results when purchases must be made

with greater care. While we're on the subject of the nineties,

I have come to think of our time as the age of information.
Our readers, whose numbers have increased significantly
during the almost-five-year lifespan of HG (born in 1901 as

House U Garden), are a vociferous bunch-and more than
ever they have been asking for specific suggestions on par-
ticular parts of the house. We are, there fore, following our
December kitchen section with a twelve-page anthology of
dining rooms that span the stylistic gamut from a portrait
gallery with French and English antiques to a pared-down
but cozy nook. Our feature on American panoramic prints
offers information for history buffs and a new area for print
collectors-I count nryself among their ranks. If the winter
doldrums have got you, I hope you'll settle down on your
own sofa and escape to a Mediterranean island with Giorgio
Armani, to Los Angeles with Amanda Pays and Corbin
Bernsen, to Marina Schinz's garden in New York farm
country, or to wherever you find inspiration and a comfort-
able and stylish perch in the pages of HG.

Bentley LaBosa Salasky reint6rprets traditional
shapes in a "house for the nineties."

A TONf ssti'P]

Currier & lves's t87t co[or lithograph presents
a distinctly romantic view of plantation life.

A pastel glow envelops the dining room
of John Saladino's Connecticut house.
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IF HOUSESWERE MOV-

ies, this house would
be written, pro-
duced, and directed
by Bentley LaRosa
Salasky. The New
York design firm did
it all, from site plans
to throw pillows,
landscaping to light
fixtures, doorjambs
to divans. "We don't
believe in the separa-

tion of church and
state-architectu re
and decoration," says

Sal LaRosa. As a result, the house has a strong coherent

story line-simplicity and comfort-all part of a high-

concept, unconventional package deal.

Of course, you can't have good architecture without a

good client. The credits should include the couple-a
businessman and an artist with two grown children-
who commissioned the project on five acres in suburban

Westchester. They had no interest in a revival-style
house, and they didn't want modern. "Modern meant

cold," explains LaRosa. "They asked us, 'What would a

house for the nineties be like?' "
BLS's answer: dynamic yet graceful, eccentric yet re-

fined, full of complexities and contradictions like the era

we live in. At first glance, up the long gravel drive, the

house looks as ifit has been there for decades, spread out
across a hilltop. Trees fifty years old were gently moved

to a nursery established on the property during con-

struction, then replanted according to the architects'

specifications to shelter the house. They chose building
materials that suggest a sense of history. The same stone

that forms the retaining walls also patterns the base of
the faqade, tying the structure back into the landscape'

Familiar clapboard clads the one-story wings flanking

the two-story hipped-roof cental volume.
The vocabulary may be traditional, but th,

contemporary. The entry contradicts ex
tucked off center on an angle where the kitch
out. There's a push and pull of forces animi
qade: horizontal clapboard thrusts one w

board-on-board another. Wide bluestone str

tall door painted charreuse. "It sets you uP
prises to come," says Ron Bentley. Inside, y,

diately confronted with a towering tapere(
white oak topped by a stylized mahogrl
wrapped in copper wire. The form is une:

provocative. Guests slide a hand over its p
tours. The clients love wood, and througho
doors are white oak and details are maho

hand-rubbed oil finish. These surfaces, lik
quered brass hardware, "have to be toucht
taken care of," says LaRosa.

Nearby, a second column-shorter, mot

an elongated neck but obviously of the same;

up a play of scale. "We like to get a bit of aI

phism into our buildings," says Bentley. I
room the architects make a connection be

cism and human proportion: foot-level
waist-high chair rails, and shoulder-height
nices display a body language that makes

more accessible. Though the room has r

terms a "certain Yankee directness," tradi
are used unexpectedly. A window cornic
long shelf. Windsor-type chairs, designed b

rate, have upturned armrests that echo

brass chandelier and threaten to Ievitate.
"In this house you don't know what yc

find next," says Franklin Salasky. In the
generous arched window fills a wall and frz
yard vista. The furniture gathered arou
signed overscale square coffee table is
for character rather than conformity to anr

deco, English Regency, Scandinavian farn
in. Both clients and architects like the feel
The first piece purchased for the house v

proportioned, slightly attenuated Ame
back chair that stands out against the win']
noble and humble," says Bentley. "Yo
scratch of the maker."

The chartreuse front door oPens onto a foyer,
Bentley LaRosa Salasky created a clever play o:

the size of the tapered oak columns, which hav

mahogany and copper wire. Lefi: The dining r
with BLS's Windsor-style chairs and oxidized-b
shows a "certain Yankee directness," says Ron

extended window cornice serves as a wraparou

dining and bedroom wings flanking the main
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The clients asked, "What would a house for the nineties be like?"

16u

t Entrancc
2 LlYlng room
3 Dcn
4 taetcr bedroom

r 5 Glorct
6 fartcr bathrcom
? Dlning roonr
I Dining porch
e Kftchcn

lO Bruakfart alcove
1'l Mud rcom
12 Powdcr room
13 Hall
ttl Gucrt room
15 Balcony
16 Bcdr.oom
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In the lMng roorii;.{arniliar forms have been rephlased and repreiportloned. BLS desisned a

more voluptuous version ofthe winged sola and positioned it before their ovcrsize steel
and canvas r'olfee table and arched ilrb.hri.. The Donghia armchair in rhe foreground is
covered in a woven damask from Christopher Hyland. The rug is a handwoven design by
fi,lizabeth Eakins, NYC. A Swedish painrcd cupknrd hzrngs above rhe copper-faced mahogany
mantel, which continues into the adjoining den. The large tiiptych is by l"inda Nisselson.

.
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The vocabulary is traditional, but the moves are contemp

In the master bedroom,
aboue, a long mahogany
mantel unifies a
marble-faced fireplace
and a wall of shelves
topped by a cupboard
that conceals the TV.
The armchair is a BLS
design in a Clarence
House cottonjacquard.
Curtains of Lee Jofa
wool puddle onto the
window seat, kft:
Built into a wainscoted
nook, the master bath's

laatzzi looks like an
old-fashioned tub.
Right: The architects
lined the upstairs hall
with a modernist strip
of windows and a classic

New England-style
built-in cabinet. The
rag runner is Amish.
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At Giorgio Armani's island
reEeat on Pantelleria, canvas
curtains the color of beach
sand create patches of shade

on a wood deck high above
the Mediterranean. The
woven straw cushions and
mats are from Tunisia, some
fifty miles away, and the
lantern is from Marrakesh.
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'THE SMALL VOLCANIC ISLAND OF PANTELLERIA

sits like a rough jewel in the sea between Sicily

and Tunisia, mounted on platinum-backed
waves and combed by a relentless wind. The rug-
ged landscape is dotted with houses made of vol-

canic rock in the Moorish style known as

dammusi, which is unique to the island. Here
form follows function, as roofs designed to cap-

ture rainwater create serene vaulted interiors.
Little wonder that Giorgio Armani has chosen

an island of such striking natural beauty on
which to build an empire of a very different kind
from the fashion empire he has created in Milan'
-fhere he presides from a seventeenth-century
palazzo in the heart of the city over a business

that has changed the face of fashion since the mo-

mext he deconstructed the jacket, easing both
men and women into an era of relaxed elegance.

There he lives and works with an almost legend-

ary intensity and passion for detail, creating the

Giorgio Armani, Emporio Armani, and Armani

Jeans collections, launching a new frdgrance,

Gid, and overseeing the multitude of Armani
products that generate more than $600 million
in annual sales in nearly two hundred stores
around the world.

Here in Pantelleria Armani reigns over his

own private Eden. When he bought the land
twelve years ago, the only structures on it were

two abandoned houses and two stables; it was an

isolated spot where people often went to pick In-
dian figs from the giant cactuses, but he says he

always felt it was a magical place. His architect,
Gabriella Giuntoli, has preserved that magic.

Originally from Milan, Giuntoli has lived on the

island with her husband, Pietro, and son for sev-

enteen years; during that time she has designed

about eighty houses. Her gift for restoring old

structures and re-creating indigenous forms is

evident in her work with Armani. His property
resembles a small village: four low stone build-
ings, which include guest quarters, a living room/
dining complex, and Armani's own villa where

Giuntoli transformed one of the surviving
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"I wanted a dream
house to escape

to," says Armani

.,t

houses into a bedroom and sitting room, then
added a new living room with a traditional dam-
musi vault and aged its exterior walls with a reci-
pe that included vinegar and red wine.

"Armani," explains architect Giuntoli, "is like
a director. He will gesture and say, 'I see palm
trees over there'or'I need a large terrace.' I nev-
er do a formal rendering, I give him sketches of
my ideas." Armani responds, "Gabriella is
sensitive and modest and does not impose, but
listens and creates."

Their collaboration has yielded re-
markable beauty, from the wood
deck and saltwater pool overlooking
the sea to the raised terrace planted
with giant royal palms, under which
dinner is served to guests banquet-
style by lantern light. The palm rrees
were transported from Sicily by
barge, then driven to the site. When
one did not survive the trip, Armani
had it made into stools for the terrace by the bar.

The property has been planred with ninety
palm trees in all, along with flowery planrs thar
scent the air with lavender and lemon, rosemary
and rose. Blooming cactus mixes with oleander,
hibiscus, pomegranate, and olive trees to pro-
duce a feast of color. Not a blossom is lost on the
master of the house, who loves to walk in the
changing Mediterranean light. On the island,life
is lived mostly outdoors. When it moves indoors,
the tones are soft and subtle, the silhouette as ele-
gant and comfortable as his clothes. In fact the
calm colors of Armani's own rooms were adapted
by Giuntoli from the palette of one of his spring/
summer collections.

Back in his Milan office after his triumphant
spring show, Armani says, "I wanted a dream
house to escape to." He is sitting at a polished
desk the length of a runway, looking ar phoro-
graphs of his house in Pantelleria; he is as radiant
as a child sharing a cherished prize. He smiles
broadly as he describes his days there-alfresco
meals overlooking the sea, moped rides around
the island with his guests, descending the 208
man-made steps from the deck to swim in the sea.
The man who once said "My life is work" has
found a pocket of peace. I

At Pantelleria, Armani, abou, plays host to many friends, including, from
left, Cristina Brigidini, Carla Vanni, Anna Riva, and Raquele Enriquez.

From Armani's own house he
can see a hundred-year-old
orange tree, above. Right: More
than 200 steps lead from the
swimming pool down to the sea.
Below: When one of the giant
palms died, it was made into
stools for the rustic pool bar.
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.n Armani's private

luarters the bedroom is
n a restored house, one
lf the original structures
)n the property. The
acquered wood floor
'eflects the faux tortoise-
hell fumiture from
ndonesia. Opposite:
\rmani's own sitting
oom is a new addition
:reated by Giuntoli
n the dammusi manner,
vith a soaring vault and
rlastered walls. Armani
rimself designed the
ofas that rest on the
arge Moroccan carpet.
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A discerning couple
uses warm colors and
a lively mix of styles
to make prewar pro-
portions seem intimate

By Andrew Solomon

IN THE MONASTERIES OF THE MIDDLE AGES AND THE PAL-

aces of the Italian Renaissance, in the coffeehouses of the
Age ofReason and decadent night caf6s ofthe fin de sid-
cle, men believed that knowledge and beauty and grace
were their own reward, to be pursued with a combination
of high-minded asceticism and profound sensualism.
These days most people acquire knowledge to get ahead
and construct beauty that others may wonder at it. Grace
itself has become a means for self-advancement. The in-
nocence which imagined these as three windows of the
soul, as luxuries unto themselves, is not of the lggOs; it
belongs to a softer and more lavish world.

Carolina Irving, however, is immensely knowledge-
able about an extraordinary range of subjects simply be-
cause knowledge itself gives her pleasure. She inhabits
beauty not to draw other people to her but because her
own beauty and the beauty she brings to her surround-
ings are sources of immense aesthetic gratification; she
knows beauty as Ruskin wished to do. She is graceful by
instinct and not for effect. It is not that she is the least bit
unworldly but that her simple enjoyment of marrers
most of us complicate with ambition recalls, despite her
dizzying sophistication, somethin g almost primal.

Carolina is at first so composed that those who don't
know her might find her chilly. Then you see her with
her baby, Olympia, or you ask her about Venezuela, or
you admire the bit of fabric that is her favorite, and
something Latin comes alive in her, and she sweeps you
up in laughter. "Do you Iove iznik?" she asks. "Oh, that
lost red!" And she speaks with a relish that brings the lost
red back before you and makes it the color of miracles.

The apartment just off Fifth Avenue where she lives
with her husband, Ian, and Olympia manifesrs her own

The heart of the apartment where Carolina and lan Irving,
aboue right, live with their baby daughter is a sitting room,
oppositz, expansive enough to accommodate on one wall a lTth-
century painted leather panel above an impressive gilt-framed
mirror and idiosyncratic enough to combine a reupholstered
1950s chaise longue with a lgth-century Boulle-style writing
desk. Rigit: Olympia on a Robert Couturier sofa bed in a
crisp stripe from Christopher Hyland. Details see Resources.
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The Irvings' sitting
is full of extraordir

things that never col

with one anothe
nonchalant elegance. It is really one rem;
with several small antechambers. The roor
the dining room when this vast building wa

dence-is the strong yellow of good weathr
place to be in, one where you feel you could
up were you so inclined; the ashtrays are ft
butts, books are piled on the floor, and son
glass is sitting near the fireplace, as tho
wanted you to know how little she cares fi
And yet it has a perfection that is very muc

Panels of embroidery, silks, and paintec
on the walls, some quite valuable, some r
able; Carolina has assembled a mix of t
would recognize as fine and things she hap
Her husband is an expert in antique silve 

,

and silver objects and designs for silver arl
dence. So are photos of her very beautil
large round ottoman covered with a ninet,
Chinese rug is the geographical focus of th
to be sat upon or to be piled with books.

Behind a damask sofa stands a clunky fc

sually draped with a fabric so ornate and rt
you could spend a week in its patterns. (
not to mind that from certain vantage poir
the table's steel legs and Formica top. If yor

a fool not to see only the fabric, an old curt:
broidered with fantastical floral motifs, t
and not hers. Nearby are a baseball from a
Mets game in 1986, a sixteenth-century I

nut, a Hungarian parcel-gilt sweetmeat di
sen tea caddy. The room is full of extrao
that never compete with one another; no

sists on your attention. It is as though th
some obscure symbiosis so that each lovel;
more lovely by its proximity to the others,

Right now Carolina is studying potter)
decided last year that I wanted to do t
hands. My background is in art history, h

pleasure. I never did anything with it.
making things. every day I go (Conlint

The array of silver on a l7th-century Spanish
ahoue bfi, includes an elaborate ewer, c' 1725,

silversmith Thomas Farren and a lGth-century
Itfi: A more surprising treasure is a ball hit b'

during the g'ame that clinched the National Lr
division title for the New York Mets in 1986, i

watercolor by Maurice Barraud. Oppositt: The
lit by a Venetian chandelier, leads into the sitt

a French wallhanging, c,1730, is mounted abr
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Moving plants constantly to achieve the right effect Produces a counterpoint
of spikes, sprays, and clumps; baptista and lupines; Salaia argmtza and Astrantia

m.ajor. One aspect of English gardening Schinz subscribes to is the placement of
tall plants well forward in the border. Grzpevines catch the evening light.

"MOS'[ PHOTOGRAPHERS 
I

could just click their ey,

Schinz, garden photog
talking about her work.
gers her compression
dimensional constantl;
garden into the static two
of a photographic frame
that quintessential view-
the one where the garr
suddenly reveals what he
in mind." Sometimes d
essence. as when she crol
intricate Italianate stt
Dumbarton Oaks into a s

shot of treetops, wall co1

carved urn. More often r

all is the overview: "You .

know how the garden '
though an impressionis
color can create that over

In May the garden is belted with contoured stripes of alfalfa
and plowed earth. Such agricultural Patterns were Schinz's

inspiration. The blooming apple tree at left is a wilding she and
her husband, Lawrence Rubin, found on the Prop€rty.

sion." Sometimes that ove 
I

easy for Schinz to reach. .

four inches, she feels th:
would have turned out di
I had been five inches tal
ever, she has managed t
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quintessential view through the
windscreen of Gianni and Marella
Agnelli's helicopter hovering over
their Villar Perosa near Turin and
from the tops of ladders in the cor-
tage gardens of Gloucestershire or
Provincetown, Massachusetts.

She knows her instrument's pow-
ers: "The camera lets you step back
and take a very objective look.
Through the viewfinder I see the ab-
straction of the printed page, and
when I ask, 'What's wrong with rhis
picture?' I also often find out what's
wrong with the garden. A photo-
graph is bigger than life; it brings out
both the beauty and the drawbacks."
She talks about how similar picture
captions are to the explanations peo-
ple offer about their gardens. "Why
do they try to improve with words?
They should move the plants!"

Which is what she does in her own
garden in Stanfordville, New York,
where she and her husband, art deal-
er Lawrence Rubin, president of M.
Knoedler & Co., built a house in

"I recently came round to powder puff hollyhocks," says the photographer,
who falls for anything that makes a good picture. In the heart of the garden

she lets everything self-sow, "and then edits." Seedlings here, besides the
hollyhock, include nicotiana, Shirley poppies, and a whole tribe of caryopteris.

The house looks westward, away from the garden, at the autumn
woods, and the old American ash drops its leaves at the

first frost. The only tree on the hillside when the couple bought
the farm in 1982, it helped them site the new building.
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.;"Plants are the :

furniture in a room,

add thev can be
I

-' /'. t ,.

moved, so I'm always
l -: ./

digging them up and

putting thern rvhere

they look good"
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{ Russian sage. globe
rhisfle. trnd monkshood
sing the blues in the
west border outside the
fence, while pink bee
balm and phlox are a
match for orange
galllardia. ln the back-

$ound at right, r'arrorv
fades from red to pale
tan. "I crruldn't wait to
havq a beige flower in
my garden," savs Schinz.
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Strongly pruned, the climbing rose 'Alchemist', aboue lefi, loops a south-facing window and a

shutter; Potentiitn 'Abbotswood', ahoae right, feathers the foundation of the house. The intense fragranc,

quartered petals, and yellow and apricot tones of'Alchemist' deserve to be better known.

1983. When they left Westchester
County,just north of New York City,
for what was a bare farm hillside, the
new landscape was a joint effort.
("There are no other similarities be-

tween us and Vita and Harold," says

Schinz.) Rubin sited the trees, and
Schinz came equipped with favorite
plants from the old place. Since then,
movement within the garden has

been ceaseless. "The plants are the
furniture in a room," she says, "and
the secret I have discovered for my-
self is they can be moved around, so I
am always digging them up at the
wrong season and putting them in
where they look good." Schinz's gar-
den is startlingly simple in design
and forthright in its blazing colors.
Her two books-Vlsioru of Paradise,

with Susan Littlefield, and The Gar-

dens of Russell Page, with Gabrielle
van Zuylen-are both ambitious and

beautifully executed. She feels at
home in the grand gardens of the
world and is familiar with their typol-
ogy and their creators, both living
and dead. Since every good garden is

a self-portrait of its maker, Schinz's

own design and plantings, combined
with her photographs, create a dou-
ble vision ofcharacter and place.

In her introduction to Visions of
Paradise, Schinz says that clarity of
style was her first priority in choos-

ing places to photograph. ln her gar-
den the clarity of her own style
emerges, forged from her memo-
ries, her experience, the tempos of
her life. As a child, she often stayed at
her family's "Pompeian villa," as she

calls it, with its courtyard and Lut-
yensesque terraces on the hills over-
looking Zurich. As memorable for
Schinz as the grandeur, however,
was the geometry of kitchen garden,

cold frame, hotbed,
hutch. She also rememt
farm wives and their
gardens: "They had the
cooking for fourteen-
they were out of breatt
they got to their dahli
life is breathless at time
globe-trots through the
garden has to be kept r

going to have a gardel
says, remembering hor,r

vegetables she used to'
her flowers and how t
when she wasn't there t
Vegetables are someth
grows, to cover bare par

and as a family bribt
spends so much time in
she feels she has to prr
thing delicious to show I

Her 59-by-64-foot re,
apart from (Continuea
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khirrz lr;re.s lhe heat
of plppie!. chern red
PL/or 'Startire', .rnd
rellou.iringed sritlanii;r.
She nrires them sith the
pin[. hlue, and purple
of rhe Darid .{u:rin
rssr'Heriragr'. rabiosa.
erd C/aatir teneral
Sikon ki'. Snapdra.gons.
rugrsa rtfoe hips"
and rhite frs*narii.r
cltthn'dts add grace.
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/l\ When Van Duy Truex had something
compelling he wanted you to know about

q

'(

design, he clamped
pressive hands on

of his huge ex-
knob of your

one
the

shoulder, then spoke through bared and
clenched teeth. With eyes that widened to set his dictum
in italics, what he often said was, "If something is good
once, it's always good." Or "Mother Nattre"-nay-tcha,
as he pronounced it in the middle Atlantic accent he cul-
tivated-"she's always the best designer." Or "Outside of
scientific advances, everything has been done."

In a personal style seen as amusing by some and over
the top by others, Van Day Truex made his vigorous case
for restrained and disciplined domestic design, first at
New York's Parsons School of Design, whose Paris
branch he headed before becoming president of the en-
tire institution from 1942 to 1952, then as design direc-
tor of Tiffany & Co., whose silver, crystal, and china
departments he shaped from 1955 until his death in
1979 at age seventy-four. In bothjobs he stood for con-
trol, reason, directness, understatement, and timeless-
ness. When Hubert de Givenchy told Truex that the
stucco, stone, and tile house he built for himself in Pro-
vence in the regional V€rnac- ::,

ular was "honest," Truex *as i.i
over the moon.

Airily decorated with bam-
boo and wicker furnirure,
earth-toned cottons and lin-
ens and wools, African art,
modest locally crafted bench-
es and chests, and large cush-
ions fashioned out of old
Moroccan desert carpets, the
house in Mdnerbes in the
Luberon Mountains was
perhaps the most fluent
expression of Truex's fam-
ously abstemious style. Even
when it came to doing the

Trtex, oppositzr posed for House
A Ga.rden in 1942 with his wash
drawingp of ltalian landscapes.
Righf: ln the late sixties he
applied his abstemious style to
the entrance hall of a house
he built for himself in Provence.
Aboae: Tntex's 196l Bamboo
flatware is still produced by
Tiffany's. Details see Resources.

educator and as a creator of
such practical everyday ob-
jects as ashtrays and cutlery.
He saw Giacometti in an
Etruscan bronze and Brancu-
si in a 3000 s.c. Sumerian
sculpture of a goose breaking
out of its shell. LikeJean-Mi-
chel Frank, whom Truex
knew well from his Paris days
and whose design he bor-
rowed and popularized as
the so-called Parsons, or T-
square, table, he had an un-
easy rapport with the rigors
of modernism. The modern-
ist movement, nonetheless,
served him well. In fact, it
made him.

"The philosophy ar Par-
sons under Van was practical-
ly word for word that of Edith
Wharton and the architect
Ogden Codman, who were
contemporaries of Frank Al-
vah Parsons, and it was Mr.
Parsons who trained Van,"

Bv CnnrsropHEn PrrxaNas
73

marketing for the midday meal, there was never any
question of his letting loose. "Van was definitely not the
kind to buy for four if we were only two," remembers
Walter Lees, a young atrachd at the British embassy in
Paris when, in the late forties, he met Truex at La Fioren-
tina, the countess of Kenmare's landmark chic Riviera
villa. Her son, Rory Cameron, liked to quip, "Van's ideal
would have been to live in a bowl of porridge," a refer-
ence to his almost irrational preference for the color
beige. "He saw, without question, the brilliance of
browns, beiges, whires, and blacks," Billy Baldwin,
Truex's closest friend and champion, affirmed in his
autobiography, adding, "His approval of my taste could
not possibly have been more soughr after by me."

"The dean of twentieth-century American design,,, as

John Loring, Truex's successor at Tiffany's, has called
him, brought a resolutely historical and emphatically Eu-
ropean perspective to his quietly influential career as an

I t
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says Albert Hadley, a pupil of Truex's who later taught at

the school. "They all shared the same notion of what was

civilized and in good taste, which, of course, meant most

things and ways French. Frank, Elsie de Wolfe, art muse

and patron Misia Sert-these were the people Van
Iooked to and whose ideas he shared with his students.

He was especially sympathetic to Elsie's insistence on
suitability, simplicity, and proportion, which owed so

much to the earlier work of Wharton and Codman."
Truex was born on the desolate plains of western Kan-

sas during a cyclone-"in a high wind," he liked to say.

His father worked as a manager at what became theJ. C.

Penney Co. (The irony of winding up at the other end of
the retailing pyramid could not have been lost on
Truex.) Once a week his mother "rode a caboose with the

receipts hidden under her petticoats," presumably to de-

posit them in the bank. As a boy he suffered from tuber-
culosis, accounting for a certain lack of physical stamina

that hindered him as an adult.
Arriving in New York in 1922, Truex enrolled at Par-

sons with the intent of becoming a commercial artist.
Three years later he won a scholarship to the school's

Paris outpost in a fashionable seventeenth-century

house in the Marais district at 9, place des Vr

he studied under the fastidious and eccen

Odom, the man known as Mr. Taste, who i,

the inventor of smart, rich, high-style deco
Truex was teaching at the school, then runn
flat done entirely in mattress ticking on th
Dominique, he had Cocteau and Schiaparel
From her striped and tented perch at the Vi
Elsie de Wolfe dispensed advice to Truex w

steered him throughout his career.
As president of Parsons in New York, he ur

connections to benefit his students, arrang
the stylishly progressive houses of Philip Jo
de Gunzburg, Helena Rubinstein, and Cor

derbilt Balsan. But by 1952, Truex's num
The trustees, who favored the idea of mas:

had had itwith the school's uncloaked elitism
was created for Truex which, according to f
David Levy, had "all the appearance of a fac
vice to cover a forced resignation." (Forty yea

sons is reviving its interior design departmer
former president's programs as models.)

Truex bounced back by overseeing an ex
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Baccarat's
Dionysos

decanters, rlglzt,
for Tiffany's-a

1974 Truex
design he

dubbed "Van
ordinaire."

i lrvould have

been to live

in a bowl

of porridge"

Silver
seedpod box,
ahoae, from
Tiffany's.

Cenfcr lcfi:
Doorknob
with astral

escutcheon,
c. 1955.

was full of heavy star vases that Van
called'great vomitings of crystal.' "

Truex's knowledge of European
decorative arts and artisanal tradi-
tions made him perhaps rhe only
man for the job. Embracing the op-

I

From Truex's scrapbook: Charles Sevigny, Rory Cameron, and Billy Baldwin, ahoue lzft, in 1970 at ta Fiorentina on rhe
Riviera. Aboae center: Truex in Florence, c. 1g35. Aboae right: His wash drawing of a-fountain in Gordes, provence, 1963

Truex's love of beige prompted portunity to put his ideas into producrion, he
commissioned Baccarat in France to supply Tif-
fany's with his Dionysos decanter shaped like a
slope-shouldered Bordeaux wine bottle ("Van
ordinaire," he called it), which is now in the per-
manent collection of New York's Museum of
Modern Art. The atelier of Archimede Seguso
on the Venetian island of Murano fabricated his
scabrous organic Rock Cut candlesticks. Along-
side nature, whose seedpods and pinecones he
had Portuguese craftsmen turn into silver bowls
and boxes of humble chic, Truex drew his great-
est inspiration from the eighteenth century.
The wittily seductive trompe I'oeil earthenware

a lriend to quip, "Van's ideal

Cruising the Mediterranean with plates, decorated with eggs and olives, which he
Mona williams and Peggy Healey. ordered from the Este ceramics workshops near

Padua were a revival from that time, and his
collection of architectural hard- widely copied best-selling Bamboo flatware echoed the
v216-d6e1knobs, pulls, escutch- era's appreciation of chinoiserie. All of these designs are
eons, and push plates-that sought still in production and stocked by Tiffany's.
to vault the gap between art and in- Truex's position at the store, coupled with the atten-
dustry. Produced for Yale & Towne, tion he received as a virtuoso draftsman specializing in
the line included his own designs as monochromatic wash drawings of Europlan architec-
well as those of L6ger, Mir6, Nogu- ture, did nothing to ease his reputation as perhaps the
chi, and others. Flush with success, original Social Moth. "Van was always rhe extra man at
he next accepted the challenge dinner-women loved him," remembers Mrs. Henry
posed by Tiffany's new owner, Wal- Parish IL "He was always interestingand always interest-
ter Hoving, of reviving the store's ed in you, which made him extremely personable. He
name for quality in design. "Tiffa- was a great gentleman, very kind and generous in
ny's had become run-down, gloomy, thought. It was Mr. Truex, in fact, who introduced me to
confused," John Loring recalls. "It my partner, Mr. Hadley."

Over the years Hadley had become one of the attentive
friends and disciples Truex invited round for relaxed
dinners which gave him the chance to do some shoulder
clamping and voice his dictums. In an apartment treated
as a color workshop-in seven years it wore four differ-
ent complexions-he did the (Continued on page I 19)
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THE SLICK ATTORNEY CORBIN BERNSEN PLAYS ON

L.A. Law is no one's idea of a homebody. Off the
set, however, he is a man with nesting instincts
that might win a sympathetic smile from any
judge in family court. The star character witness
for Corbin's real-life role is his wife, actress
Amanda Pays (best known as Theora Jones on

theMaxHea.d,roorz series). "From the time Corbin
and I met," she says, "we've been collecting every-
thing from doors to mantelpieces-not necessar-

ily because we've always planned to build a house

but because we enjoy hunting for things that
might go into one. Whether we're in London or
Provence or Santa Fe, if we find something we
like we buy it, ship it home, and store it." When
Amanda and Corbin did decide to build a house
in Los Angeles, three and a half years ago, it
wasn't only because they had plenty of material to
work with: they also wanted space for their son,

Oliver, and for the other children they planned
to have. As it happened, they foundjust the right
acre of land with a house they liked already in

place-the only problem was that the houst
barely a quarter the size it needed to be.

Dating to 1930, the simple stuccoed fagadt
flected no particular style, though the st<

pitched roofs, casement windows, and mz

rose garden reminded Amanda of cottagel

had known as a girl growing up in England
France. Corbin, a native Californian, agreed
no matter how much he and Amanda might
to change the property to suit modern fami\
they should keep the sense of a house with
bones" and a European spirit. After arch
Cory Buckner drew up plans that adroitly ar

7,500 square feet to the 2,380 in the orii
structure, the new owners applied design ta
of their own. Corbin had apprenticed as a

penter before becoming an actor and had bu
remodeled many houses. Amanda is my par

in the decorative accessories shop Ireland
where we sell simple classic English- and Frt
style lamps, slipcovered chairs, and other 

1

phernalia of country house life abroad that
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The twins, Angus and Henry, sit
with their mother, ight, oa an
old painted porch swing hung on
one of the stone terraces Pays
and Bernsen designed. Oppositt:
They have landscaped a patio
beside the house to recall English
cottage gardens. A wall lantern
from Ireland Pays, L.A., is mounted
above one of a pair of English urns.
Aboae: A collection of l8th- and
l9th-century still lifes hangs in the
dining room. Simple but luxurious,
the curtains are an Ireland Pays
signature: yellow damask with a red
border hung from gilded poles
and tied back as single panels. A
custom-made maple table from
Richard Mulligan-Sunset Cottage,
L.A., is set with Bauer pottery
and surrounded by reproduction
chain from Gazebo, L.A. Bernsen
left the plaster walls unpainted
for a luminous matte effect.

Though the
1930s house had

no particular
style, it reminded
Amanda of old
English and
French cottages
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European and American
antiques mix cozlly with
local swap-meet finds
almost impossible to buy in Los Angeles when she
and I moved here from Britain.

Everything Amanda and Corbin installed in
their house has a history. The sinks in rhe master
bathroom had been salvaged from London's
Dorchester Hotel, the teak floors were custom
made in Bali, and the rough-hewn beams came
from old farmhouses in New England and up-
state New York which had been dismantled and
trucked to Los Angeles. When the timbers ar-
rived, they were laid out on the front lawn so that
Corbin could shift them around, figuring where
each beam should go. Equal thought has been fo-
cused on the placement of every baseboard,
doorknob, and cabinet pull.

Amanda gives her husband most of the credit
for overseeing such details during the last few
months before their twins, Angus and Henry, ar-
rived. It was Corbin who diligently rose at five ev-
ery morning to look in on the construction site
before heading to the L.A. Law set. No feature of
the house shows his eye for planning and crafts-
manship-or the collector's desire for more stor-
age-better than the meticulously fitted closets
and cupboards. Amanda's father, the London
theatrical agent Howard Pays, said of rhe cou-
ple's dressing room, "It's like Savile Row in here,
if not quite as tidy." Elsewhere, shelf upon shelf
display collections of Bauer portery and hun-
dreds of the small glass domes in which "snow"
falls when you turn them upside down.

But it is the air of uncluttered comfort in light-
filled spaces that strikes you when you first enter
the stone-flagged enrrance hall, the beamed liv-
ing and dining rooms, or the big country kitchen
at the heart of the house. Unpainted plaster walls
set off English, French, and American country
antiques mixed cozily with the occasional swap-
meet find and the paintings Amanda and Corbin
have brought back from their travels. One recent
acquisition, an eighteenth-century English land-
scape purchased in (Continued on page I 20)

Family and friends often gather in the large country
kitchen, under hand-hewn beams salvaged from farm-
houses. Sturdy chairs found at swap meets in [,os
Angeles and Pasadena encircle a round table Pays and
Bernsen bought at a French antiques fair and use for
informal dining. Food is prepared on an American
butcher block table. Tilework and the stove hood are .

reminiscent of kitchens in rural France. Pillows from
Ireland Pays. Curtain fabric from Nobilis & Fontan.
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Although the pine bed in the master bedroom, aboue leff, is a reproduction, the mirror and pillows are antiques di

London. The quili and portiire came from the Isle-sur-la-sorgue antiques fair in France. Another delicate floral fabrir

covers a chiise longue and ottoman. Above right: The quilt on the hearthside bench is American. Belou: At Engli
Czech & Speake fixtures encourages long soaks in the master bathroom. Blinds in a crisp Ralph Lauren Home Coll

.orrt.".l with the gently worn surfaces of a rocker purchased in Connecticut and a mirror frame from Richard I

beams to sinks, everything here has a histc
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A new pool hollse, aboue, is tucked into one of the massive retaining walls of southern California

sandstone tirat shaped the steep canyon hillside into a series of terraces for outdoor living. Higher.up the
--;i;p" anorher'level has beln plinted.as an__orchard of citrus, peach, apple, and plum trees' Below-

/eft; Built-in seats, with cushions in a striped Hodsoll McKenzie cotton from Clarence House, provide a-'" 
;J;;;i"g alcove in an enrrance hali. Below right: Amanda takes a dip in the pool with Oliver.
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In a Corbusian dupleXr o collector
makes himself at home with the

twentieth century. By Umberto Pasti
Photographs by Oberto Glli Produced by Werdy Goodman
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IN THE LATE I93OS THE OFFICE OF LE CORBUSIER

designed a huge duplex apartment as a studio
and residence for a couple, both painters. The
ample main room, flooded with north light, was

meant to be worked in. Today this space has tak-
en on a solely domestic function: these beautiful
rooms, with their white walls, natural beechwood
floors, and painted iron door and window
frames-"It is softened Corbusier, not purq.$g--
busier," cautions the owner-serve as the Pffis
residence of a cosmopolitan collector.

Perhaps fifteen years ago, demonstrating the
ultrasensitive antennae that allow leaders of taste

to pick up on re before'others do, thistc-
elaborated by the art-

, particularly those
close of the 1960s,

design.
mg up rn pen-

twentieth-century architects and designers-the
collector began a methodical exploration of flea
markets, auction houses, junk dealers, ware-
houses, and ateliers all over the world.
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In the drawing room, floor-ro-ceiling shelves hold catalogues and
books the owner acquired rvhile studving 20th-centun designers like
French architect and metalrr'orkerJean Prour6, uhose waxed oak
table with painted aluminum legs occupies the center of rhe rosml'i

screen
pair of

rr'ith a stvl!,ed.vien
Le Cqr*Eiiier armchairs.

Piero



"The first painting I bought was a still life by
Gilles Aillaud, which now hangs in the main
room," the owner recalls. "The first major piece
of furniture was a small round table I bought di-
rectly fromJean Prouv6." Trained as an architect
and a metalworker, Prouv6 experimented with
sheet steel furniture as early as the mid 1920s; his
1936 market building in Clichy led Frank Lloyd
Wright to dub him the inventor of the modern
curtain wall. "I had been interested in Prouv6's
architecture, and visited many of his buildings in
Paris," the owner says. "Finally I called him at his
office and visited him. His life was very difficult;
now that he is dead, he is famous."

Indeed, both private and institutional collec-
tors have now become champions of once-
neglected modernists. Several pieces by Prouv6,

as well as others by 1950s masterJean Roydre,
whose work is also represented in this apartment,
are among the examples of modern furniture in
the permanent collection of the Centre Georges
Pompidou. These days the wall and table lamps
devised by Serge Mouille in the 1950s, Iike the

two in one of the bedrooms in the apartment,
have become nearly mythical due to their rarity,
and the glass vases of Venini and Barovier &
Toso-which attracted this collector with their
"very very strange colors"-are widely sought af-
ter. When the collector began to acquire such ob-
jects, however, a market for them did not exist.

A lover of eccentricity, of surprising volumes,
of unusual lines, the collector "rediscovered"
Piero Fornasetti at a time when few outside the
Milanese bourgeoisie knew of his existence' Oth-
er more than timely "rediscoveries" wereJacques
Adnet's metal and leather furniture, made by
Hermds in the 1940s and'50s, and the bamboo
chairs designed by architect Emilio Terry, the in-

ventive decorator for the fabulous balls of Carlos
de Beistegui and a close collaborator of Jean-
Michel Frank. In the mid 1980s the collector be-
gan to acquire furniture and objects created be-

tween 1950 and'60 by Parisian Alexandre Noll,
whose specialty was forming an entire chair, even

an entire cabinet, from a single piece of wood.
Only in the last decade did the Mus6e des Arts
D6coratifs acquire three Noll pieces, thus conse-

crating his fame to the general public.
This list could continue for pages. Besides the

drawings and paintings of neoromantics Chris-
tian B6rard and Eugene Berman, illustrations
and set designs by Jean Hugo, Philippe Jullian,
Denyse Bravura, and Barcelona-born Antoni
Clav6, this apartment houses tables and chairs,
bowls and lamps and screens by Frenchmen An-
dr6 Arbus and Jean Dunand, the Bauhaus-

Although nearly all
of the furniture dates
from 1930 to 1970, a
plastic table by Philippe
Starck, oppo site, frnds
a place under a book-
binding project by
Boris l,acroix and a
L6ger plaque. Lino
Sabattini designed the
silver-plated tea service,
Anticipating fashion,
the owner bought a

beautifully crafted jug
by Alexandre Noll, bfi,
and vases by Venini,
Luciano Ferro, and
others, a6oue, before
the current revival of
interest in such pieces.

8a

Vivid Venetian glass inhabits a stark white ledge
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A lover of eccentricity,
the owner "rediscovered"

Fornasetti when few

people outside the

Milanese bourgeoisie

knew of his existence

inspired Scandinavian designer Poul Kjaerholm,
and Turin-based architect Carlo Mollino. Leath-
er portfolios hold photographs by Cecil Beaton,

Andr6 Kert6sz, Herbert List, George Hoynin-
gen-Huene, and others. Arranged on shelves in
the drawing room in apparent disorder, next to
drawings by uncontested masters like Picasso,

Mir6, and Cocteau, are sketches and temperas by
that most eccentric of surrealists Valentine Hugo
and by American artist Tom Keogh, who did il-
lustrations for fashion magazines and was the
true heir to B6rard's talent. "At first I tried hang-
ing my drawings and photographs on the wall,"
the owner recalls, "but it was too busy. [t had a

nineteenth-century look. In this place it is better
to have white walls."

Unlike many collectors, this one has no fear of
today, no need to resist its seductions. The aPart-

ment mixes pieces of art and furniture from the
1930s, '40s, and '50s with contemPorary works,
among them acrylics on paper by Sigmar Polke,

silver by Lino Sabattini, and a plastic laminate ta-

ble by Philippe Starck. Always vigilant, always

wanting to know, always ready to embark on a

trip to acquire a desired object or meet an artist
whose work is intriguing, our collector continues
to buy, guided by a demand for quality that can

be satisfied by a metal and enamel art deco book
binding by Pierre Legrain or by a wooden table
created by an anonymous carpenter ofthe 1980s.

This intuition and freedom, this admirable ca-

pacity for renewal makes this collection fascinat-

ing. But what most strikes the visitor wandering
through these rooms for the first time is the natu-
ralness with which things of great value and
beauty are arranged, the harmony achieved by
pairing a postmodern vase and a rationalist table

or a vorticist gouache with a neoromantic por-
trait. The apartment as well as the collection re-
flects the full life of the person who lives here: the
silver by Josef Hoffmann and Dagobert Peche

and the ceramics by Cocteau and Picasso are not
displayed in antiseptic glass cases but are used to
serve fish and fruit. Each object is enjoyed, as was

intended by its creator. Rather than a museum of
the decorative arts of our century, this is a cheer-
ful and hospitable residence filled with conversa-

tion and laughter. I

A portrait by neoromantic painter Christian B6rard,
an arbiter of Parisian taste in the 1930s, sun'eys one
of the bedrooms, aboae bfi. From the witty Fornasetti
come the acrobat screen and, on the gaming table
in the foreground, the lamp and an ashtray with
a characteristically gr-aphic image. The table, one of
several pieces in the collection designed byJacques
Adnet in the 1940s or'50s and executed by Hermis'
also displays a Jaeger kcoultre clock, a Man Ray

photograph, and books bound by Pierre Legrain.

go
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Jean Prouv6's aluminum desk and chafu, aboae, are felicitously positioned in &ont of a bedroom radiator; a lamp by
Ingo Maurer ilh'minates the terrazzo 9:r-hp. Belaw lefi: ]win trds flank an anonymorxi table, c. 1950. Tire l"-p" ale

by Serge Mouille, France's-premier lighting designer of the lg50s, and the vases'by t g6ian6 Ferro, Dino Martins,
and Orrefors, all c. 1950. Belou riglt: A chaise longue of the same vintage seems to float in the whiie-tiled bathroom.
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SO AS

l. Alan Buchsbaum with i

Marc I'Italien lbr Dennis Miller

2, E.N.T

3. Palecek

4. George Smith Sofas & Chairs

9. Totah Design

Lalr

Charles Rennie Mackintosh's
Argyle Set sofa, 1897,

from Atelier International
Frank Lloyd Wright's Robie 3,

1906, from Atelier InternationalC lassics

Still in
Production

-

6.,Alexis de La Falaise

r.l

. T.Jasper Morrison for Cappellini

8. Didier (ionrez for l'irst 'l]ime

I

F
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10. Aldo Cibic for Ferlea
..-.-:.j:..i+.

Josef Hoffmann's Palais
Stoclet sofa, l9l I, from ICF
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16. .f ohn Saladin<r

t",/

ll. Michael Graves for

12. Arel Design

l\ --$f
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17. Mario Buatta forJohn r

19. Ieonardo Volpi for Edra

Leopold Stickley's Prairie settle,
1912, from L. &J.G. Stickley

Walter Gropius's Bauhaus
Weimar, 1920, from Unit 7301
Bauhaus Furniture Resource

Eileen Gray's Lota sofa,
1924, from Palazzetti

Edwin Lutyen's Government
House settee, 1925,
from Arkitektura
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l 14. b-s6qrne &.t-ittta I

Widdicomb
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15, Jean-Charlcs
de Casteltrajac for Ligne Roset

18. Chic

20. Shelton
Mindel Associates
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SO AS
21. Antonio
Citterio for
B&B Italia

I 27.Ferra Erni Gil

24. Ward Bennett for Geiger International

;

-

E

E

Le Corbusier's LClZl\
sofa, 1928, from

Atelier International
Mies van der Rohe's Barcelona

daybed, 1929, from Iholl
Alvar Aalto's 1930
sofa bed from ICF

96

Jean-Michel Frank's 1930 sofa
from Ecart lnternational

il

tl

26. Ralph Lauren Home Collection

{

(

.28. Garouste

29. Shannon & Jeal for Pierre Deux

ra

..i
SI

30. Robert Couturier



Rose Tarlow-Melrose House

H

38. Michael Taylor Designs

7

34. Roberto Gerosa I

I
55.

arcel Breuer's Bauhaus Ausstellung
Berlin sofa, 1931, from Unit

7301 Bauhaus Furniture Resource

Gerrit Thomas Rietveld's
Utrecht sofa, 1935,

from Atelier International
Florence Knoll's 1954

settee from Knoll

hternational

Charles and Ray Eames's
Soft Pad sofa, c. 1976,
from Herman Miller

t-

:1

36. John Hutton for Donghia

ru

a

L

32. . Browne for DAPHA

33. \igel Coates

LI

?
B\#

:\

39.

F*

{'l
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Putman

q--?

40. \Iassimo Iosa-Ghini for \Ioroso
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41. DakotaJackson

42. Adam Tihany for the

G.

47. Zaha t{adid.

45. Robert A. M. Stern

f;4-t

,:-,Tlfiitii#&

I
50.

Robert Metzger Furniture Designs

52. Studio 65
E"L -_ -, .-..,:*

4ti. Nancr (lrrzinc
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Each button
is hand-tied to

create a
tufted back.

A hand-filled down
pad is pinned

overascrollarm.

The final step: out-
fitting the base with an
elaborate silk fringe.

Webbing woven on the
underside of the sofa

acts as a base for springp.

IS

cattle hair
burlap.

{
(q t

i

The back upholstery
panel is sewn with
a curved needle.

A

Upholstery fabric is cut
from patterns specially

made for each sofa.

A seamstress stitches
a seat cushion.
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Still wi,d,ely auailable,
to collectors, the
'panoramic prints

once h

aiatid, rec

and t i ty s tre et se rmed,

boundlr,ss lto'ri,zons

By Celia, Mc()ee
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LLOFA SUDDEN, ROUND ABOUT I880, YOUNG MISS

Cynthia White of Cornwall, Connecticut, found
herself unbetrothed when she lost her fianc6 to
mental collapse. In a kind of fit of Victorian
sublimation, she decided to raise funds for
building an observation tower on nearby Mo-
hawk Mountain thatwould afford a panoram-
ic vista of the countryside. The lookout was

finished in time for a Fourth ofJuly opening
in 1883. People drove from miles around to

1 picnic at the summit. Bands played, speeches
were delivered. Most of all, there was the
view: north, south, east, and, on a clear day,

west to the Catskills. Church spires looked
like tatting spindles, farms like patchwork quilts. The
clouds seemed close enough to touch.

Not every nineteenth-century American could emu-
late Miss White. But many could and did buy panoramic
prints. Among the most popular art forms in a nation
hungry for images, particularly of itself, panoramic en-
gravings, woodcuts, lithographs, and, by the 1840s,

chromolithographs took up much of the millions of gal-
lons of ink and reams of paper, thousands of lithograph-
ic stones, and hundreds of printing presses utilized by
artists and craftsmen to spin out an American iconogra-
phy, to chart every detail of American life.

In aristocratic England in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries, topographical canvases had often

served to spread a gentleman's country estate out before
him. Over here, a full-steam-ahead printing industry
and a distribution system of magazine premiums, travel-
ing salesmen, furniture dealers, religious, cultural, and
fraternal organizations, and advertising made mass-pro-
duced images available to everyone. The all-encompass-
ing nature of panoramic prints seemed to produce the
ultimate democratic art.

Their format-a hilltop or bird's-eye view-got a lot of
its inspiration from the circular panoramas that John
Constable reported were "all the rage" in Georgian Lon-
don. American artists embraced the wide-angle view-
point as eminently suitable for capturing the special
qualities of the American landscape-its vast empty
spaces, its staggering grandeur, its breathlessly growing
cities, the promise of what lay beyond the horizon.

Earlier views tended toward the hilltop perspective
and were frequently originated by well-known art.ists.

After the Civil War the vantage point was higher and the
purpose more cartographical, and handwork all but
gave way to steam-powered chromolithography. Be-
cause technology made the prints so numerous, some
can now be had for less than a hundred dollars. But rare,
historically significant or artistically top-notch ones fetch
as much as $10,000. An image may appeal for personal
reasons: if, perhaps, Cheyenne, Wyoming (the sketchiest
of propositions on endless plains in an 1870 print), is your
hometown or you honeymooned at Niagara (in Robert

The point
was to I

distinguisrrl
scenes of I

American I

life from I

the same 
I

old sights 
I

of Europe 
I
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n l85l Vieu of
lashingtan, a tinted
thograph, aboue,
rnfidently shows
ings on the Capitol
lat were not
nished until sixteen
:an later. Bigii..
colored etching

ith engraving
kes in the entire
.oravian settlement
lBethlehem,
:nnsylvania, in 1757
frposite: Panoramas
the Philadelphia

entennial exhibition
1876 were popular

nong visitors as
ell as those who
ruld not attend but
rnted a detailed
rpression. Railroad
,mpanies used
ich views to drum
r Philadelphia-
rund business.
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By taking a vanrage point even higher than the family overlooking-New York harbor from their rooftop_perch_,

Ni, yori, lrom Briokllyn Heights, u., tegO aquatint, gives the sense of sweep for which such prints were admired'

Havell's 1845 aquatint, strolling couples only have eyes tury Albany or a Paulus Potter animalscape aPpears to

for each orher). Bur the printsilso simply evoke a time have landed in an 1856 lithograph commemorating

when they hung in elaborate frames on parlor walls, ThomasJefferson's architectural genius, View of the Uni-

were bound into leather volumes for Eastlake chair trav- uersity of Virginia, Charlottesuille, and Monticello.

elers, cropped up in newspapers, or welcomed custom- The point, however, was to distinguish the scenes cho-

ers into ttre t umbtest businesi establishments. sen from the same old sights of Europe. Take Yosemite

Valley (as Congress did in 1864, making it state park-

anoramic prints rolled out. an American way

ofseeing, a pattern ofacquisition and expan-

sion, gentle cultivation and cruel Manifest
Destiny, the abutment of nature and culture

where forests ended and fields began. Some are more

than two feet across. They were windows onto unfolding
history. The cozy geometry of AVieu of Bethlehem, drawn

by a member of the community founded by the Moravi-

an brotherhood in the wilds of Pennsylvania in the

l?40s, sings out the order and harmony of the sect in

bright reds and Sreens and yellows.
Like so many panoramas, this Print
seems to be entertaining an art histori-
cal drop-in, a busy farmer reminiscent
of the plowman in Brueghel's Fall of Ic'
arru, just ai Saenredam comes to mind
in panoramic takes on eighteenth-cen-

land): its seven miles of plunging gorges, sky-scraping

cliffs, and sequoias dwarfed in perspective all worked
their way into an 1873 chromolithograph, complete with
romantically mournful Indians.

Our received notions of a frontier nation make us for-
get that cities were just as important as wilderness. Some

2,500 separate urban views, the nineteenth century's
version of 3-D, Sensurround, and IMAX, helped city
dwellers get a handle on their sumoundings. They were

maps pumped up like balloons (Continued on page 120)

The air the printmakers breathed was
optimism. Many of their images were
idealized, a,s much antieiPations
of progress as documents of reality
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English artist Francis Samuel Marryat frst visited San Francisco during the 1850 fire. Returning a year later,
he drew the panorama, aboue, lithographed in London, to record thl city's rapid reconstruction.'Belnw:

Man-made wonders were as attractive to panoramic printmakers as natural on 
". 

iirlr,*rrd, -fr* th" Hill aboae tfu
Watentorhs, by George Cooke, commemorates hydraulic marvels built along the James iiver in the 1830s.
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The restrained color scheme is boldly offset by'valanced curtains of French chintz in,alattern that "keeps the eye

moving and keeps the room from looking flat,'; says the hostess. She lilrys to "draw oul the colors in the fabric" with

smalibouquets ofroses arranged in Fre"nch silvei beakers low enoughrto encouraBe conversation across the table.
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Pool tables, piles of books, and yesterday's tnail all
haae a tendenqt to make tbeir usay lnto tbe dining
rootn. But purists ulto aren't pressed for space keep
fli ese nongustatory distractions at bay. Vbat tb eyfaaor
is a place ubere tbe practical and theJanciful meet to
celebrate tbe ritual offeasting. As tbe examples on
fliesepages shout, creatinga successful diningroom k
aboue all a matter of indulgingpersonal taste.

Just back from years in Paris, the couple who own this Connecticut
dining room adopted a pale French pilette to lend simplicity and
sophistication to a formal country setting. Hitchcock chiirs-..exactly
what you'd expect in this room," says the wife-are unexpectedly
paired with a 1920s Italian table spatter-painted a faux granite t'hat
harmonizes with the walls and with a collection of ...uri*ur..
Homesick for the polished stone floor they Ieft behind, the couple
liTed 1 decorative painter to replicate a traditional French putt.-.
Primed with off-white porch paint, the existing oak boards iere
then painted, stenciled, sponged, and glazed. Setails see Resources.
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"The idea was to create an ethereal space," says designer

John Saladino of the serene neoclassical dining room
in his Connecticut house. The walls-painted a Benjamin
Moore pale matte blue spiked with red-<loak the room
in a soft lavender-tinged light. A lgth-century Marseilles

1(,4

quilt draped on the table provides an equally subtle back-

drop. ("If wine is spilled, it's not a big deal-we just
get but the club soda. The next morning, we bleach the
quilt in the sun.") Having a round dining table is crucial
tb Sahdino: "I like the fact that PeoPle aren't locked
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Sa,ladino's delicate laYered P,lace settings display only the

merest hints of color and Pattero' Soup bowls and Plates

in celadon and lilac rest on beaded silver chargers

For flatware he freelY mixes Pieces from four services'
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The dining toom
the onlYis possiblY

place in our lives

where we still have a
r

sense of cetemony'

' 4@HN SAL{DINo
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"Chemicalbeakersmakeidealdiningtablevases"'says
Saladino. "[n a room without a chandelier' their long

;.kt;;""ide a nice vertical accent' and since- you can

see throush the glass, 
't'"y't" 

not distracting' With only

i::;';;iifi ;;"..,'v"" nu'" an elesant arrangement"'

l09

I I

into talking just to the Person on either side of them'

Everyone is equal at a Jrcular table; it's very American"'

ffil;;t;;Jittut rtit guests feel comfortable enough

ffi;;:;; chose cush'ioned tub chairs of his own

;".ii;i;il;;;; 'h"* 
in a "frostv platinum" fabric'
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I let aft provide the color in
my dining room. _J*HN cHErM

Gallery director.fohn Cheim
treats his cavernous New
York loft as a showcase for
contemporary art. ..No
pattern, no wallpaper, no
ornamentation," are the n_rles
in- the dining area, a,boue,
where the walls are white, the
floor.is a seamless glossy gray,
and the flatware, a-potential
drstraction, is neatly bundled
rn whire linen. The Ig50s
Robsjohn-Gibbings dining
table and chairs, Iike theilea
market finds around them,
were chosen for minimal lines
that don't compete with the
marn attractions of the room:
canvases by Martha Diamond,
at left, and.firi Geors
Dokoupil. A screen iith 1940s
frosted plastic sheeting blocks
the vrew of Cheim's exercise
room without blocking the
natural light. kft: Thi vibrant
ceramic and glass forms
grouped at the center of the
table make flowers unnecessary.
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The only thing worse than an elaborately folded napkin
a napkin placed in the water glass.IS

-JERAME 
ZTPK|N
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I I I chose pale
peach because

it's a great
neutral
everything
looks

wonderful
agalnst rt.

-CARR2LL 
PETRIE

"We moved to this apartment
from the one downstairs
because it gave us a much
bigger dining room," explains
New York philanthropist
Carroll Petrie. For a couple
who likes to live with art and
antiques scaled to another
era, space, as Carroll Petrie
says, "is the most precious
thing." With her husband,
Milton, she uses their
sit-down portrait gallery for
t6te-a-tete breakfasts as well
as dinners for fifty-a feat
achieved by removing all
furniture except the Regency
center table, which is
supplemented with three
additional tables and fifty
bamboo chairs brought up
from the basement. David
Anthony Easton associate

John Christensen emphasized
the airiness of the room
with light peach walls and a
trompe I'oeil sky overhead. He
set off the windows with silk
swag andjabot half curtains-
"an Empire treatmentr"
says Christensen, "that's grand
without looking heavy"-
and lined them with balloon
shades of yellow silk that
"make the room seem sun-
washed even on cloudy days."
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with stronsb
sofa, a

.t
aslcs-modernlst

1t1nvan i
then go to town with

solid table-
I

coIor.
:LAURA BOHN
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In a corner of their New York loft, designer Laura Bohn and construction manager Richard Fiore created a raised
dining.platfom, opposite, that has what she calls "a bright animated look." Bohnlnd parrnerJoseph Lembo chose
a massive wood and stone table of their own design to anchor the space. "The fact thai the tubl" hir a solid
base makes the chair legs look less chaotic," expliins Bohn, who likes to offer a variety of seating possibilities. A
staunch advocate of sofas in the dining room-"They add color, weight, warmth, and a place to iccessorize"-she
continually revamps with slipcovers, draped fabrics, and festive pillows. Aboue: The hard surface of the flamed
granite tabletop is offset by straw mats that "cushion" Wedgwood Drabware plates and Victorian silver goblets and
flatware. A cobalt bottle of mineral water at each_ place_ prouides a jolt of colLr. The ever-changing centZrpiece
frequently consists of fruit, flowers, and a pair of iandlesticks decoiator Paul Siskin made frori fiiehose nozzles.
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On a group of Louis XVI
German chairs, abotte, Blass
paired an l8th-century
neoclassical linen-
"a French or English fabric
I kept for twenty years
before finding the perfect
use for it"-with a trim
contemporary check. /?igft f .'

He was thrilled to discover
plates that echo the fluting
on the vintage linen. Set
with unadorned crystal and
silver, the table epitomizes
his idea of tailored luxury.

116 h .*,

T "Dining rooms should be cozy,
not palatial," says fashion designer
Bill Blass. Disliking the unwieldy
proportions of his Manhattan dining
room, he enlisted Chessy Rayner
and David Barritt of MAC Il to help
transform his library, opposite, into a

gentlemanly preserve ideal for
dinner parties. Adhering to an
understated palette of browns and
beiges enhanced with a bit of
black, they bleached the paneled
walls and hung a pair of lTth-
century French trompe l'oeil
paintings of maps which mirror
the warm tones around them.
Blass's small round table is ideal for
four but can seat as many as eight
with the addition of a large toP
camouflaged by a white tablecloth.
Distracting flowers are placed well
away from the eating area. Instead,
huricane lamps provide simple
centerpieces and keep candle warrnth
to a minimum. "A cool temperature
is crucial," says Blass. "People
forget that candles generate heat."
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Copper wire from ABC
Carpet & Home, NYG

t212t473-3/}6.

Philippe Starck's
anodizod aluminum

baskeUstool
from ModemAge, l{YC

tzlD477-2224.

Painted pine from
Adrien Linfond, NYC

Qt2r2A9-427.

Fretted mahogany by
Chelsea House-

Port Royal; for dealers
o04) 867-5926.

English brass-lined
vellum, c. 189O, from

Ssntimento, NYC
c21D 245-3111.

Crested English coal bucket
from the Uncommon

Market, Dallas
Q14' A71-2775.

Tolo by London-Sagalyn;
ior storos (21 2) 242-0557

Tole from Charlotte
Moss & Co., NYC
c212r772-3320.

Painted Chinese
hardwood from William-

Wayne & Co.,l$/C
t212r 477-3182.

Cherry-trimmed woven
rush from Robert Homma

William Upton, ltlYC
(212 s93-{341.

Tole from Briger Design;
fror stores Ot 2) 5t 7-4489.

Galvanized-steel wire by
Motfura; for stores

(8(n)2s7-53U).

Painted metal bY

Fornasetti, to tho trade at
Norton Blumenthal, iWC

(2lD7s2-2535.

samulgfi
tley

The latest wastebaskets

are full to the brim

with decorative detail

'' !":
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Tradition

( Continued from page 44) The most strik-
ing feature in the room is the copper-
faced mahogany mantel that wraps
around a wall and into the den, which
shares the see-through fireplace. The
copper glows even without flames.
"We ask everyone who comes in to
touch it," says Bentley. "We want that
patina." The curve of the living room's
bluestone hearth anticipates the curve
of the bowed wall of windows in the
den. The husband wanted the warmth
of wood here, and BLS obliged with
linenfold wainscoting. "It's an arts and
crafts solution," explains LaRosa.
"That's the most interesting period for

me-1890 to 192G.-when rhe cukure
was changing from agrarian to indus-
trial, Victorian to modern."

The modern version of the hearth is
the television, so the architects ser rhe
TV in the fireplace. Their wit shows in
a fire screen that also pulls across the
TV screen. "Once you've made this
semicircular shape, try to furnish it,"
says Bentley wryly. They solved that
problem with built-ins placed, for ex-
ample, right where you'd want to put a
drink. "One thing we're good at is mak-
ing livable rooms," notes Salasky. They
left architecture school die-hard mini-
malists, but soon learned that uncom-
fortable austere rooms don't survive.

The master bedroom is painted a

soothing cream. The fireplace is lined

with Carrara marble, and, again, the
mantelpiece pulls across the wall like
an abstract line unifying everything be-
neath it. Built-in shelves hold family
photos and talismans, within reach yet
composed. A window seat tucked into a
corner beckons. The architects insert
moldings into stock windows to give
them more presence. "Ifyou pay atten-
tion even to stock items, you can get
them to add up to something," says
Bentley. Sconces throughout the
house are made of standard parts with
custom rice paper shades.

"This house represents ten years of
our firm's work," says LaRosa. "Ten
years of looking and reacting." lr's
spare, idiosyncratic, yet sensible. It's a
BLS production, from srart to finish. I

Grand Room

(Continutdfrom page 62) to rhe libraries
at the Frick or the Cooper-Hewitt or
the Met to read about anyrhing that in-
terests me. Recently it's Islamic art. It
changes. I have my moods."

Carolina's parents had to leave Ven-'
ezuela after the coup of 1958. She was
born in Miami but grew up in Paris,
where her family moved when she was
three months old. She studied arr his-
tory at the Louvre, then came to New
York in 1981, took a job at Christie's,
and did an internship at the Metropoli-
tan Museum. Later she was hired by
the International Foundation for Art

Research to catalogue the contents of
churches in the Peruvian Andes. "It
was hard work. It was such a beautiful
country, but the poverty and the filth
and the food . . . " She shudders. "It was
disgusting-and also scary because
Sendero Luminoso was on hand. Then
you arrived in villages where no one
even speaks Spanish and saw the work.
The Indians of the seventeenth or
eighteenth centuries were given prints
of paintings, and they copied them in
their own way. In the middle of the An-
des, suddenly you come across these
amazing baroque things. You cannot
imagine how beautiful it is."

A tone of nostalgia creeps into her
voice. Carolina Irving has a quality of

sadness about her-an elegant, fragile,
almost elegiac sadness. She is not exact-
ly a scholar, and she is not exactly a soci-
ety beauty, and she is not exactly an
artist. She is not quite Venezuelan, and
she is not quite French, and she is not
quite American. She is not of rhe pres-
ent, but she is not really of the pasr. In
some sense she brings together the best
of her many worlds, but sometimes she
seems to yearn for a clarity and simplic-
ity of nationality and purpose that she
has perhaps never had. The overflow-
ing ashtrays and the Formica table-it
is almost as rhough she had tired of
perfection, but wouldn't know how to
escape it. Then she laughs again and
brings the world back to order. I

Van Duy Truex

(Continued from page 75) cooking him-
self: oeufs brouillds, sausage, Thom-
as's corn cakes, and, for dessert,
applesauce with sour cream. Often the
meal was served on his favorite Drab-
ware faience (beige, of course), which
he persuaded Wedgwood to srart mak-
ing again and which was always
warmed under running water before
the food was plated. These dinners in-
dulged whatJohn Pierrepont, Truex's
friend, financial adviser, and executor,
recalls as his "shy and reserved side, his
surprising need for privacy." His vora-
cious interest in "people who lived
well," as Pierrepont puts it, was satis-

fied on as many nights of the week as he
liked at the tables of Rockefellers, As-
tors, and Mellons. Parties, openings,
and travels were all assiduously docu-
mented for his own use in scrapbook
after scrapbook.

The rhythm of Truex's life slowed in
1967 when, continuing with Tiffany's
under a more limited agreement, he
chose to live part of the year in Pro-
vence. George O'Brien, who had
worked at The Neu York Times as home
news editor, was handpicked by Truex
to take his place, but by 1978 the ar-
rangement had frayed. O'Brien quit,
he later said, after both men acknowl-
edged the futility of two people doing
what was in effect rhe samejob. Having
accepted Walter Eloving's offer to re-

sume his full stewardship at Tiffany's,
Truex moved back to New york and
signed on John Loring as his associate.
Their understanding was that when
the time came, Loring would succeed
him. After five months back at the
store, dining at home alone, Truex
died of a heart attack.

Two years before, he had used a cer-
emony at Parsons establishing a chair
in his name to advance his belief that all
students of design should putoff being
"creative" for as long as possible and in-
stead give time to examining, absorb-
ing, and, most of all, being "provoked,,
by the pasr. "Our formative years
should last forever," he said. Truex
was seventy-two. "I feel I'm just begin-
ning to know a little something.,, a
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American Landscape

(C ontinued, from page 1 0 4 ) into architec-

tural verisimilitude.
The air the printmakers breathed

was optimism, meaning that many of
their images were idealized, as much
anticipations of progress as documents
of existing reality. An I85 I view of
Washington projects itself into the fu-
ture. The Capitol has wings that
weren't completed for another sixteen
years; the porch encircling the Wash-

ington Monument never materialized.
Because they were not uncommonlY

intended to sell real estate or attract im-
migrants, city panoramas were occa-

sionally deceptive, the "Glengarry
Glen Ross" come-ons of their day.
Around 1858 a young Boston Brah-
min,JohnJames Ingalls, fell for a, shall
we say, charitable view of Sumner,
Kansas. The print, he was forced to

write his father once he got out west,

was a "chromatic triumph of litho-
graphed mendacity." Other panora-
mas distanced themselves more
delicately from actuality. In the 1849

View of Sutter's Mill and Cullomn Vallq
woodland beauty and an elegiac ten-
derness miniaturize the site of the Gold
Rush where miners' shacks and tents

are barely noticeable.
High-booted gold diggers are more

in evidence on the streets of San Fran-
cisco recorded by the English adven-
turer Francis Samuel Marryat only a

year after the city was devastated by

fire. The panoramic mode and the im-
pression that there are more ships in
the harbor than rebuilt houses on the

burned-over land makes for a lonely
edge-of-the-world quality. Nonethe-
less, Marryat was impressed: if Ameri-
cans could perform this kind of
phoenix act, they could do anything.

American know-how and industrial

miracles were touted in Philadelphia at
the Centennial International Exposi-
tion, which also made gutsy claims for
American culture. Prints were classed

with painting and sculpture inside the
Art Gallery shown in Bird's E1e View,

Centennial Buildings. At the 1893
World's Columbian Exposition in Chi-
cago, prints were lumped in with in-
dustrial arts. The heyday of panora-
mas was drawing to a close. Decorating
tastes had outgrown the naively gran-
diose spectacle, cities were changing so

fast viewmakers couldn't keep up with
them, the age of flight was about to lift
cameras into the sky.

Still, a century later, a chord is struck
when Thelma and Louise take their fi-
nal, panoramic leap into the Grand
Canyon. Just beyond the horizon lin-
ger these panoramic views of the nine-
teenth century-open-mouthed,
hopeful pictures ofeverything that was

new, and then some. I

California Rustic

(Continued fronx page 81) Long Beach,

California, takes pride of place above

the living room's French limestone
mantel. Sunflower-yellow damask cur-
tains diffuse the daylight, casting a
warm glow on the white walls.

The windows overlook decades-old

gardens Amanda and Corbin have re-

arranged as lush borders next to lawns

where the three boys can play. A use-

less hillside has been terraced to create

a sunbathing deck, a kitchen garden,

and an orchard ofcitrus, peach, apple,

and plum trees. The retaining walls

are of California sandstone.
Amanda says, "I love this house be-

cause it calls other places to mind even

though we're still very much in Los An-
geles. But, you know," she adds, "it

wouldn't be difficult for us to move on
to something else." She and Corbin
cannot resist the challenge of the next

house. When asked what that might be,

Amanda has a ready answer: "A funky
shingled farmhouse with a couple of
guest cottages, somewhere on the East

Coast." It will have to wait. For now,

she and Corbin are already concentrat-
ing on rebuilding the old mas they re-
cently bought in southern France. I

Field of Vision

(C ontinued from page 7 0) the house, next
to a little orchard of peach, pear, and

quince, as if it really were a kitchen gar-
den. "I did not want it too close to the

house because I didn't want to get ob-

sessive about weeds," says Schinz, who
notes that she is "neurotically tidy."
Contour plowing transforms a distant
hill into a pile of bold black and green
slices; the field directly behind the gar-

den is watermarked with the silkY
stripes of the hay mower; cylindrical
bales lie in a row up by the driveway.
The neatness of agricultural Pattern is
everywhere in this landscape, and it
sets the tone for the garden. After the

effect of the first blast of scintillating
color subsides, one notices the cordu-

roy text.ures of rows of lettuce, the
rhythm ofrows ofbeans, and the feath-
ers ofasparagus and carrots among the

yarrow and sea lavender.
Schinz's tidiness became geometry

here: she quartered the sPace with
bluestone paths and set four SraPe-
wreathed arbors at regular intervals on

the north-south cross axis. The corners

are pegged down with apple trees,
which provide a Iittle shade and a verti-
cal note in this horizontal garden. "I
get my bearings from the fence," she

says about the low post-and-rails that
bound the four beds. Outside, three
and a half foot deep borders form the

garden perimeter, planted with that
Iuxuriant abandon Schinz has learned
from gardens like Rosemary Verey's
and Robert Dash's. "I collect ideas and
plants with my camera."

The colors are her own. She snorts

about the recent fashion in America
for so-called English gardens, saying,
"I've always been against that damn
pink and blue-it's too academic-a
good garden always has something
else, even though the idea comes across

as pink and blue." Indeed, though
there is a lot of pink and blue here, it is
sparked with scarlet phlox, a cherry lily
edged with white, an incandescently
pale bladder campion. A single purple
gladiolus stands among the Miscanthus

sinercis'Zebrinus' in what she calls the
"coincidental bed" to the east where
she puts plants she's not sure of yet.

Under the flood of color, there is a

grid of common sense as well as geome-
try. The site is perfect: ideal drainage,
enough wind exposure to prevent mil-
dew, enough shelter in the bowl of hills
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Where to find it
BESOURCES

CONTENTS
Page 6 Glass-beaded mirror, screen, at
Dominique Aurientis, Paris (1) 42-21-04-34.

STYLE
Page 38 Dominique Aurientis lewelry, at
Bergdorf Goodman, NYC. Plates and goblets,
for stores call Dominique Aurientis, Paris (1)42-
21-04-34. Silver-plated candelabra on lable, at
Galerie Baudinet, NYC (212) 684-4415;
Dominique Aurientis (see above). Table, chairs,
gold-plated candelabra, at Dominique Aurientis
(see above). Domrnique Aurientis napkin rings,
$80 ea, at Saks Fifth Avenue.

TRADITION TAKES A NEW PATH
Pages 42-49 Archltecture and decoration, by
Bentley LaRosa Salasky, NYC (212) 255-7827 .

Contracting, by Franco Brothers, Greenwich
(203) 869-3992 Landscape design, by Biilie
Cohen, NYC (212) 431-9265.43 Lier linen for
curtains, to the trade at Roger Arlington, for
showrooms (21 2) 7 52-5288. 44 Custom
chandeliers, fabricated by Wainland's, Windsor
chairs, fabricated by Warren Chair Works, both
designed by BLS, to the trade to order from BLS
(see above). 46-47 Japanese Armour linen/wool
fabric on sota rront, Armstrong linen/wool fabric
on sofa side, to the trade at Hinson & Co.. for
showrooms (212]| 475-410O. Saint James club
chair in foreground, Faarfax cotton/polyester
chenille on arched chair, to the trade at
Donghia, for showrooms (800) 366-4442. pompeii

viscose/cotton/linen damask on chair in
loreground, to the trade at Christopher Hyland,
for showrooms (212) 688-6121. Custom rug, to
order from Elizabeth Eakins. NYC (212t 62e-
1950. Clery rayon/acrylic/cotton floral tapestry
on pillows, to the trade at Old World Weavers. for
showrooms (212) 355-7186. 48 Broderie cotton

iacquard on chair, Les Vendanges cotton toile
on pillows, to the trade at Clarence House, for
showrooms (212) 752-2890. Wool challis for
curtains, to the trade at Lee Jofa. lor showrooms
(2O1) 438-8444.49 Vetours Gascogne cotton/
linen velvet on chair and ottoman, to the trade
at Clarence House (see above). Rug, similar at
F. J. Hakimian, NyC (212) 3Zt-6900 by appr.
Stonecraft carpet, to the trade at Stark Carpet, for
showrooms (212) 752-9OOO. yorke cotton/rayon

showrooms (212) 355-4550; shown in Colonnade
mohair/viscose, lo the trade at pollack & Assocs.,
for showrooms (2121 627-7766.2. Egg woven
leather sofa, by E.N.T., to the trade at Jack Lenor
Larsen, for showrooms (212) 624-3993. 3.
Cambridge woven raltan sofa, shown with 2-
piece cushion, to the trade at Palecek. lor dealers
(8OO)274-7730.4. Manhattan sofa. shown in
Gollut linen, $7,000 COM, from George Smith
Sofas & Chaars, for deaters (212) 226-4747 .5.
Regency bamboo sofa (#5052-21 ), by Mark
Hampton lor Hickory Chair, shown in English
chintz (#806-94), from Hickory Chair, for deaters
(704) 328-1801. 6. Rhoda cotton toale 3-seat sola,
by Alexis de La Falaise, 95,000 COM, at Cour
lnterieur, Paris (11 42-77-33-t 0. 7. Cotton duck
upholstered daybed, by Jasper Morrison for
Cappellini, lor stores (212) 675-1 155. 8. pAD

colton velvet sofa, by Didier Gomez for First Time,
S3,995, atABC Carpet & Home, NyC (212)473-
3000.9. Cake sofa. by Totah Design, COM, Ior
dealers (213) 467-2927. 10. Ati vetvet sofa, by
Aldo Cibic for Ferlea, $6,000, to lhe trade at pucci
lnternational, NYC (212) 219-0142. Classic
sofas: Argyle Set &seat sora, by Chartes Rennie
Mackintosh, from Casslna, $4,185 COM, to the
lrade at Atelier lnternational, lor showrooms (900)
U5-7254. Bobie 3 2-seat cherry sofa, by Frank
Lloyd Wright, lrom Cassina, $8,590 COM, to lhe
trade at Atelier lnternational (see above). palais

Stoclet &seat sofa, shown in Vienna leather, by
Josel Hottmann. $6,875, lrom lCF, for showrooms
(800) 237-1625. Page 95 1 1. Kyoto sofa, by
Michael Graves lor Arkitektura, $3,345 COtV,
from Arkitektura, lor dealers (212) 334-SS70;
shown in Borghese cotton, to the trade at
Donghia, lor showrooms (8OO) 366-4442.12.
Louis sofa, by Arel Design, $2,650, at Neotu,
NYC (212) 982-0210. 13. English sofa (#5S), by
Mariette Gomez lor Gomez Assocs., $6,500
COM, at Gomez Assocs., NYC (21 2) 2S8-6856
ext 15. 14. Brummel 272-seat settle, shown in
Bellecour viscose/modacrylic, $3,1 00, to the
trade at Osborne & Little, for showrooms (212)
751-3333. 15. lndian Summer sofa with chrome
back-handle and casters, by Jean-Charles de
Caslelbaiac for Ligne Roset, shown in Chnstlna
cotton, from Ligne Roset, for deaters (212) 685-
2238. 16. Montecito sora, by John Saladino,
$6,500 COM, to the trade at Saladino Furniture.
NYC (212) 838-0500. 17. Alexandra sofa
(#6376), from the Mario Buatta Collection for
John Widdicomb, $4,525 COM. from John
Widdicomb, for dealers (616) 459-7173. 18. High
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chenille on sofa, to the trade at Brunschwig &
Fils, for showrooms (212) 838-7878.

GRAND ROOM FOR A FAMILY
Page 59 Sora bed, by Robert Couturier, to order
from Robert Coulurier, NYC (21 2) 570-2570.
Striped viscose/silk (#1859) fabric on sola bed,
to the trade at Christopher Hyland, Ior
showrooms (21 2) 688-61 21 .

VAN DAY TRUEX
Page 73 Bamboo sterling flatware, $365 4-pce
place setting, lrom Tillany & Co., for anformation
(800) 526-0649. 75 Dionysos crysral decanters,
by Baccarat for Tiffany & Co., $310 tge, $220 sm,
lrom Tillany & Co. (see above).

CALIFORNIA RUSTIC
Pages 76-83 Architecture, by Cory Buckner,
AlA, Malibu (310) 457-9840. 76-7, Custom 6-
foot loose cushion sota, buttoned chair, to order
from George Smith Solas & Chairs, for dealers
(212') 226-4747 . Climbing Rose cotton on sofa,
to the trade at Clarence House, for showrooms,
(212)752-2890. Arabetta chintz on buttoned
chair, to the trade at Cowtan & Tout. for
showrooms (21 2) 7 53-4 4BB. Custom antique
linen pillow on buttoned chair, to order at
lreland Pays, 2428Main St., Santa Monica, CA
90405; (31 0) 396-5035. 78 Lantern, by Vaughan,
to order at lreland Pays (see above). 79
Curtains, gilded ash curtain poles, tiebacks,
and rings, to order at lreland pays (see above).
Custom Quilters'table, to the trade to order at
Richard Mulligan-Sunset Cottage, Los Angeles
(213) 650-8660. Chairs, at cazebo Antiques, Los
Angeles (213) 658-71 10. 80-01 Custom pi[ows
on sofa, pine curtain pole and rings, to order
from lreland Pays (see above). Carreaux cotton
for curtains, to the trade at Nobilis & Fontan, for
showrooms (9O8t 4U-1117. Leaf cotton on sota,
to the trade at Clarence House (see above). g2

Monochrome Roses on Oyster ltnen/cotton rabric
on chaise, at Bennison Fabrics, NyC (212) 94j-
1212. Cross-handle faucet set, bathrack with
mirror (#68028), singte towel rait (#68020), ail
by Czech & Speake, at P. E. Guerin. for dealers
(212) 243-5270 by appt. Luke cotton for blinds,
lrom the Ralph Lauren Home Collection, for
stores (212) 642-8700. Blinds, to order at lretand
Pays (see above). ilirror frame, similar at
Richard Mulligan (see above). 83 Napoteon
Stripe cotton ror cushions, to the trade to order
al Clarence House (see above).

THE COMFORTS OF MODERNISM
Pages 86-87 Jerusalem screen, by Fornasetti,
to the trade at Norton Blumenth al. NyC (212) 752-
2535. 89 Miss Bal0 tabte, by phitippe Starck for
Kartell, lor stores (212\ 477-3|BB.9O Acrobat
screen, lamp, ashtray, all by Fornasetti, similar
to the trade at Norton Blumenthal (see above). 91
Desk, by Jean Prouv6, similar at Galerie Jousse
Seguin, Paris (1 ) 47-00-32-35.

ALL ABOUT SOFAS
Page 94 1. Clipper settee, by Alan Buchsbaum
with Marc I'ltalien for Dennis lvliller Assocs..
$5,575, to the trade at Dennis Miller Assocs.. lor
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BESOURCES

Arm Modern sofa, slipcovered in denim, at

Shabby Chic, Santa Monica, NYC, San

Francisco. 19. Monterosso sola, by Leonardo

Volpi for Edra, to order at Repertoire, Boston;

Modern Living, Los Angeles; SEE, NYC. 20.

Aspen chaise wrth back, by Shelton, Mindel &

Assocs.. to the trade at Jack Lenor Larsen, NYC

(212) 674-3993. Classic solas: Prairie white oak

settle (#89-220), by Leopold Stickley, shown in

Grade E Stickley fabric (#733-3), $3,612, f rom L

& J. G. Stickley, for dealers (315) 682-5500.

Bauhaus Weimar Fs.l 3-seat suede sola, by

WalterGropius, $6,140, toorderlrom Unit 7301

Bauhaus Furniture Resource, Los Angeles (21 3)

933-8391. Lota sofa with lacquered wood side

cases, by Eileen Gray, from Palazzetti, for stores

(212) 832-1 199. Government House "Scroll" sofa

wlth walnut legs, by Edwin Lutyens, $6,900,

f rom Arkitektura, for dealers (212) 334'557O.

Page 96 21. Balillo sofa, by Antonio Citterio {or

B&B ltalia, shown in Arpada cotlon, $4,123, from

B&B ltalia, for dealers (800) 872-1697. 22.FlaFla

sofa, by Martine Harle, $3,650, at Neotu, NYC

(21 2) 982-021 O. 23. Bankers Series wood{rame

tufted sofa, by Ward Bennett for Brickel Assocs.,

$7,055 COM, to the trade at Brickel Assocs., for

showrooms (212) 688-2233.24. Bridge Lounge

sofa, by Ward Bennett tor Geiger International,

COM, to the trade at Getger lnternational, Ior

showrooms (800) 444-8812. 25. ButterJly so{a,

shown in Ultrasuede with Alrican Leopard

Ultrasuede pillows, by Vladimir Kagan for

Directional, for dealers (919) 841-3209. 26. RL

2000 leather sofa with Eagle Biver wool cushions,

by Ralph Lauren Home Collection, $7,074, for

stores (212) 642-8730. 27. Wild Stvle couch with

steel base and hand-painted fabric, limited

edition. to order from Ferra Erni Gil, Brooklyn

(71 8) 599-3289. 28. Taormina wrought-iron/

bronze/silk daybed, by Garouste and Bonetti,

limited edition, $9,600, at Neotu, NYC (212)982-

0210.29. Steel campaign bed/settee, by

Shannon & Jeal for Pierre Deux, $3,385 COM'

shown in Souleiado's Caroline cotton, from Pierre

Deux, for dealers (914)747-4111.30. Caned

daybed, $6,500 COM, to order lrom Robert

Couturier, NYC (212) 570-2570. Classic sofas:

LC/2i3 3-seat sofa, by Le Corbusier. lrom

Cassina, $6,145 COM, to the trade at Atelier

lnternational, for showrooms (800) 645-7254.

Barcelona leather daybed, by Mies van der

Rohe. from Knoll, for dealers (800) 445-5045.

1 930 3-seat leather sofa, by Jean-Michel Frank'

lrom Ecart lnternational. $1 1.850, to the trade at

Pucci lnternational, NYC (212) 219-0142 Aallo

steeljrame sota bed, by Alvar Aalto, $3,612'

from lCF, lor showrooms (800) 237-1 625. Page

97 31. Paddington sola with loose seat and back

cushions, to the trade at Rose Tarlow-Melrose

House, for showrooms (213) 651'2202.32. Sligo

loveseat, by Anthony P. Browne for DAPHA,

COM, to the trade at DAPHA, for showrooms

(800) 284-a063; shown in Candy Slripe cotton'

from Waverly, Ior information (800) 423-5881

33. Tongue 2-seat sofa with extension in back,

by Nigel Coates, f rom Palazzetti, for stores (212)

832-1 199.34. USO 18 tuB sofa, slipcovered in

cotton, by Roberto Gerosa at Claiborne Gallery,

NYC; for other stores (21 2) 475-3072. 35. Rue du

Bac sofa, by Andree Putman, $6,400, to order at

Neotu, NYC (212)982-0210.36. ogee sofa, by

John Hutton lor Donghia, COM, shown in Palazzo

rayon taffeta, to the trade at Donghia, for

showrooms (800) 366-4442. 37. Sofa (#F899), by

John Mascheroni for Swaim, shown in velvet

paisley, $5,629, to the trade at Swaim, for

showrooms (919) 885-6131. 38. Schiaparelli sofa,

$5,053 COIU, to the trade at lvlichael Taylor

Designs, for showrooms (41 5) 558-9940. 39. 2-

seat sofa, by Patrick Naggar lor Arc lnternalional,

$3,850 COM, to the trade at Arc lnternational, for

showrooms (800) 272-4685.40. Big Mama 3-seat

sofa, by lvlassimo losa-Ghini for the Moroso

Collection, from Vitra, for dealers (800) 338-4872.

Classic solas: Bauhaus Ausstellung Berlin F40

nickel-plated leather sofa, by Marcel Breuer,

$5,965, to order at Unit 7301 Bauhaus Furniture

Besource, Los Angeles (213) 933-8391. Utrecht

sora, by Gerrit T. Rietveld, from Cassina, $5,225

COM, to the trade at Atelier lnternational, for

showrooms (800) 645-7254. Settee, by Florence

Knoll, shown in Ebro wool/perlon, f rom Knoll' for

dealers (800) 445-5045. Soft Pad aluminum-

frame leather and teak sota, by Charles and Ray

Eames. from Herman Miller, $7,902, Ior dealers

(61 6) 772-3661 . Page 98 41. 'CuB-a leather

loveseat, $8,075, to the trade at Dakota Jackson,

for showrooms (212) 838-9444.42. Marnie

leather loveseat, by Adam Tihany lor the Pace

Collection, $7,500, from the Pace Collection, lor

showrooms (718) 721 -8201, 43' Sister Margaret

canvas sofa wilh leather cushions, by Paul

Matthieu and Michael Ray for Ecarl International,

$9,350, to the trade at Pucci lnternational, NYC

(212) 219-0142.44. Oscar cotton velvet sola, by

Monique & Sergio Savarese, $3,200, at Dialogica

NYC (212) 966-1934, Los Angeles (213) 951-

1 993. 45. Campus leather sofa (#5269-30)' by

Robert A. M. Stern, $2,270 COi/, to the trade at

HBF, for showrooms (704) 328-2064.46. Burton

sofa, COM, shown in Vicomte Gold linen, pillows

in Versailles Gold linen, to the trade at Nancy

Corzine, for showrooms (31 0) 559-905 1 . 47. Red

feltiliberglass sola, by Zaha Hadid, at Plan

Venise, Paris (1\ 42-77-64-88.48. Madame X

leather sofa, by Goodman Charlton Design, at

Modern Living, Los Angeles: Repertoire, Boston:

SEE, NYC. 49. Upholstered sofa with tufted seat

and back (#6897-89), bv Betty Sherrill for the

McMillen Collection, from Baker Furniture, for

dealers (61 6) 361 -7321 .50. The Anneberg sofa,

shown in Biarp stain-resistant cotton, $695, from

IKEA, for inlormation, East Coast (412\ 7 47 -07 47 
'

West Coast (818) 842-4532. 51. Venetian 3-seat

sola, $4,700 COM, to the trade at Robert Metzger

Furniture Designs, NYC (212) 37.1-9800; shown in

Castellamonte bemberg velvet, to the trade at

Clarence House, for showrooms (212) 752'2890.

52. Bocca polyurethane sofa, by Studio 65, from

Gulram, for stores, Turin (123) 346567. Page 99

Custom furniture, to the trade to order, from

Thomas De Angelis & Co., NYC (212) 620-0191.

TABLE MANNERS FOR THE NINETIES
Page 1 06 Geranium chintz for curtains, to the

trade at Clarence House, for showrooms (212)

752-2890. Creamware, similar at Schuyler Field

Antiques, (203) 966-6851 by appt. Hampton

knives and torks, Irom Tiffany & Co., for

information (800) 526-0649. Mirror, c. 1850,

similar at Deborah Witherspoon ol Antiques

Unlimited ol Darien, Darien (203) 655-5133.

Pelmets, c. 1860, similar at Michael Trapp

Antiques, West Cornwall (203) 672-6098. 107

Decorative painting of floor, by Karen Lukas,

NYC (212) 628-7210. 108-09 Decoration, by

John F. Saladino, NYC (212) 752'2440.fulip
chairs, to the trade al Saladino Furniture, NYC

(21 2) 838-0500. Viola viscose fabric for
slipcovers, by Zimmer & Rohde, to the trade at

Jack Lenor Larsen, for showrooms (212) 674'

3993. Marly bowl and dinner plate, by Raynaud-

Ceralene, at Baccarat, for stores (800) 777-0100

110 Robsjohn-Gibbings table and chairs, similar

at Stuart Parr, NYC (21 2) 431 -0732 by appt 112-
13 tlecoration, by John Christensen of David

Anthony Easton, NYC (21 2) 486-6704. Nanda

Devi silk warp print for curtains, to the trade at

Brunschwig & Fils, Ior showrooms (212) 838-

7878. lmberline Caserta linen/cotton striped

damask on chairs, Cluny galloon and fringe on

chairs, Taffetas Raye silk on two sofa pillows'

to the trade at Clarence House (see above). 1 14-
15 D,esign, by Lembo Bohn Design Assocs.,

NYC (212) 645-3636. Contracting, by Richard

Fiore ol B.F.l., NYC (212) 736-4063. Custom

granite/wood table, $7,500, to the trade at Lembo

Bohn (see above). Anziano maple veneer/steel

chairs, by John Hutton, to the trade at Donghia,

Ior showrooms (800) 366-4442. UPholstery' by

Flam Assocs., NYC (212) 665-3140. Cybele

nylon/polyester fabric on chair, to the trade at

Jack Lenor Larsen (see above). Spotlight,
c. 1945, similar to the trade at Ann Morris

Antiques, NYC (212) 755-3308. 116-17 Chairs,

c. 1790, similar at Arne V. Schlesch, NYC (212)

838-3923. Carre Landeis linen/cotton woven

check on chair backs, to the trade at Clarence

House (see above). Hurricane lamps, to the

trade at John Rosselli, NYC (212) 772'2137

TIMELESS ROOMS
Page 124 Decoration, by Albert Hadley of

Parish-Hadley, NYC (21 2) 888-7979.

ALL PRICES APPBOXIMATE

EDt'IoR'S N() l'E: In the "Shells" article
lor November, the f<rlly on page 178 is

the seventeenth-century shell room at
Woburn Abbey in Bedftrrdshire, not
the "classical grotto hall" at Sanssouci.
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Field of Vision

to prevent damage. No railroad ties in
this garden-"Many old ones are filled
with preservative that eventually leach-
es into the soil and kills plants," ex-
plains Schinz, who uses unadulterated
four-by-four-inch timbers to edge the
borders. Her plantings shift all the
time both because she loves change and
because experience is her teacher'.
"The west border is for August: that's
when we sit outside the most and we
can see the garden from the porch."

A walk through the garden reveals
how the most sophisticated ideas have
been worked out in simple materials.
For example, cinder blocks laid flush
with the grass form the so often forgot-
ten mowing strip which eliminates
hours of edging. Schinz insists she
grows only the most ordinary plants.

Judging by the highest standards, this
is true, if one goes along with the de-
scription of "ordinary" given by that
great English gardener Margery Fish,
who called the perfect cottage garden
plants "good-tempered and pleasing."
There are plenty of biennials and an-
nuals, such as hollyhocks and white
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pansies and nasturtiums, many self-
sown and others grown from seed by
the gardener, a welcome though only
occasional presence. Easy-to-grow
herbs such as borage and mint sprawl
on the walks. The perennial range is

broad because Schinz constantly ex-
periments-there is always the horizon
of "the love that strikes next."

In the first chapter of The Education
of a Gard.ener, Russell Page, one of her
great inspirations, wrote, "I know that
I cannot make anything new. To make

a garden is to organize all the elements
present and add fresh ones, but first of
all, I must absorb as best I can all that I
see, the sky and the skyline, the soil, the
color ofthe grass and the shape and na-
ture ofthe trees.... Such things show
the limitations of a site and limitations
imply possibilities."

"You do very well by concenrrating
your efforts," says Schinz, filling her
garden rectangle with all that she can
grow-and the frame of her camera
with the distilled experience. I

"Me adecorator?
I love it!"

'Widowed in my thirties, w"ith a young family to bring
up, an office job just wasn't for me. I thought of becoming
a decorator because the hours wouldn't tie me down -
but how to get started? The Sheffield Home-Study
Course helped me find a new li[e. lbday I'm independent
- I love my work - and my children are proud of me."

- Mary 5., Iakeroood, N .Y.

Why don't youbecome an Interior Decorator?
HAVEN'T YOLI WISHED vou could find an
<lutlet fbr that creative urge of vours?

If vou have ever cnioy'ed re-doing er.en a
corner of vour home or helping a friend
solve a d ccorating problem, y,ou may have
thc potential for success in a verv futfilling
career. Interior decorating is a field brim-
ming u'ith opp()rtunit]' You can start ).()ur
ou'n profitable business. choose v()ur o!r,n
houri-part-time or full-time. Or simpll'
cnjov making vour home more beautiful.

You have entree to glamorous show-
rooms and treasure-filled shops not usuallv
()pen to the public. You move in a world
of fashion and design. of colorful fabrics.
hc:tutiful furniture. exciting ar.cessorics.

Vhat Sheffield training
can do for you.

Shetfield off'ers I'ou a fascinating ncn'
training program expresslv designed firl
studf in \'our sparc time. No previous cx-
perience or special skills are necessarv t()
qualifr for enrollmenr.

Our lavishlf illustrated lessons come t()
y'ou by mail. You alsr-r receive "Listen-and-
Learn" cassette tapes ()n which 1.ou actual-
ly' hcar members of the staff guiding 1'ou
It's like ha,r'ing a private tut()r tt h()me.

Classroom was never like this!

move step bv step through cvery'phase of
furniture selection, room arrangement,
color planning, wall and window treat-
ment, and much more. \'<ru are even taught
how to gain access to showrooms and get
top discounts.

You arc assigned dccclrating pr(),ects
v'hich y,<tu work on at home. Then you
mail them back to the school where a
prot'essional decorator rer.iews them and
then-speaking to )'ou b-y name on a per-
sonal cassette tape-offers specific tips,
ideas, and friendll' advice . It's a most en-
io1'able new way t<> learn!

Free booklet tells all.
Scnd firr Shcffield School's beautifully, il-
lustrated color booklet which explains this
remarkable course in detail There's no ob-
ligation. No salcsman will

T

\t)u start u'ith easl'-to-follou, training in
the &aslcs of interi<>r decorating. you then

NKfrieltlSrlruit
of Interior Design

For free
call Toll-Free

800-451-SHEFF.
Ask for Operator 113

...or mail coupon.

Dept.
Ncs

, HG13,2
1'ork. N*\' lool a

Plersc mail mc s ithour charg( orohligaton the
full-color bo()kl(t. y(rrrr Future in lnteri()t
Decorating. No salcsman q,itl call.

'l ['nder lll. iheck hcrc ti>r spccial inlbrmarion.
Print
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TI\{trLtrSS ROottl S
There can always be luxury in restraint .-ALnaar HaoLov

DATE 1969 PLAGE NewJerseycountryside
DECORATOR Albert Hadley of Parish-Hadley
CONCEPT A formal reception room that gracefully
straddles the line between ease and urbanity. Unifying
grisaille color scheme inspired by the client's striking
mane of gray-streaked black hair.
SETTING A salon with French doors, pilasters, and
moldings salvaged from a nearby historic house.

ELEMENTS Lean antiques-as well as a dramatic
gilded sunburst clock-and classic upholstered furni-
ture are anchored by a polished dark wood floor.
Aside from scatter rugs added for winter warmth, ev-

erything is equally appropriate in any season.

FLOOR PLAIII Three seating groups alongthe perim-
eter are each composed of a comfortable sofa, arm-
chairs, and a coff-ee table. Regency benches define the

boundaries of the clusters. "This is a room arranged
for civilized conversation," says Hadley. "Nothing
ever moves because everything is where it should be."
FABRICS Chintz patterned with black roses mirrors
the charcoal hues of a pair of lSth-century French
painted screens. Pale apricot silk on a Hepplewhite
chair and powdery yellow silk on the Regency benches
solten the severe palette. Curtains are made of quilted
ivory cotton on painted poles. No frills.
LIGHTING Three pairs of table lamps with off-white
paper shades supplement natural light. "On evenings
when candles are lit," says Hadley, "fire dances across

the gleaming floor."
DECORATOR'S ASSESSMENT "A grisaille palettc
remains the essence of stylish understatement."

Deta:ls see Resources
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